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Foreword

This thesis was carried out with the support of the National Agency for Research and Technology (ANRT) as part of a CIFRE contract (n2016 / 1554). Visiomed Group hosted me for the realization of the work. Academic supervision was provided by the laboratory IBISC of the University Evry, University Paris Saclay.

Visiomed Group is one of the French leaders in new generation medical electronics. The laboratory develops and markets innovative health products in the fields of self-diagnosis for medical use and well-being. In 2014, Visiomed Group launched the Bewell Connect brand, this brand includes a range of smart connected objects associated with a unique interpretation and personalized monitoring platform. Visiomed Group was the first French company to enter the Internet of health objects market by launching a unique range of connected health objects under the Bewell Connect brand. Since then, BewellConnect offers innovative solutions across the telemedicine value chain that improve care, patient monitoring and care coordination.

Combining multidisciplinary, fundamental, and applied research, and anchored in Information Science and Technology, the IBISC (Computing, Integrative Biology and Complex Systems) laboratory, is positioned as a strong pole in Ile de France. The research activities carried out within the IBISC laboratory deal with the modeling, design, simulation, and validation of complex systems. The systems considered are both biological systems and artificial systems (robots, drones, intelligent vehicles). IBISC aims to develop methods, formalisms, and realizations for the understanding of complex systems.

The two organisms were particularly interested in the development of decision support systems for doctors and patients with Hypertension. In this context, we collaborate to set up an individualized system for hypertension management according to different profiles. This will allow patients to take care of themselves and to have access to information and advice adapted to their profile.
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1.1 General Introduction

Every person is unique and, in many ways, so are diseases. Yet, it is important to consider the profile of each patient in order to provide a deeper interpretation of an individual’s characteristics and understanding of disease mechanisms which will lead to better treatment and prevention. This is what we call personalized medicine, which refers to the tailoring of medical treatment to the individual characteristics of each patient to classify individuals into subpopulations that differ in their susceptibility to a particular disease or their response to a specific treatment. Preventative or therapeutic interventions can then be concentrated on those who will benefit, sparing expense and side effects for those who will not.

Diagnostic and therapeutic resources have recently made a considerable progress. With the advances made in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [193] and the massive health records, new deals are to switch from population medicine to individual therapies, from curing the disease to preventing it. The aims are to reduce the frequency of diseases and to detect them earlier and earlier. Thus, it has become possible to follow-up healthcare which gives rise to personalization in medicine. This new approach, called "individualized and predictive" medicine, has become a great field opened by new techniques. The hope is that reading and interpreting the characteristics of an individual allows to better understand the mechanisms of the diseases, to better treat and prevent them.

In the same context, when it comes to predicting a risk for a person this is called "predictive medicine". This should allow to evaluate the risk of developing disease for individuals and to manage the health of persons according to their profiles. The predicted risks of a specific diagnosis or health outcome can be used by patients and doctors to support decisions.

The identification of the patients profiles allows to prescribe more targeted and therefore more effective drugs which means "The right drug, to the right person, at the right time". Such a personalization does not mean that drugs are created for a single individual. Rather, it translates into the ability to classify individuals into sub-populations characterized by predisposition to certain diseases or by response to a particular treatment. This concerns both preventive and therapeutic measures.

In real life, doctors have always felt that their decisions were based on evidence and proof. But, with 4P medicine, it is difficult for clinicians to keep up to date to new information relevant to their practice and to integrate their clinical experience. Therefore, we address Evidence-based medicine (EBM) [228] or Proof-based medicine (PBM) [295]. After 4P medicine (personalized, preventive, predictive and participatory), 5P medicine (addition of Proof medicine) is based on the use of the best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The aim of proof-based medicine is to integrate the experience of the clinician, the values of the patient, and the best available scientific information to guide decision-making about clinical management. In 5P medicine, the medical decision is made by considering the three parameters cited above. In fact, the clinician must consult the scientific literature or guidelines (domain specific knowledge) to solve clinical problems and offer the optimal decision to the patient [195]. Doctors can also use their clinical experience which is based on a systematic
analysis of clinical observations avoiding any intuitive interpretation of the information. The Patients preferences should be considered in making clinical decisions about their care.

To meet the requirements of 5P medicine, clinicians use Decision Support Systems. According to Berner, Clinical Decision System (CDS) [29] provide to clinicians, staff and patients information’s intelligently filtered and presented at appropriate times, to enhance health and health care.

CDS can assist physicians by offering them a summary in their daily practice, if this really meets their expectations.

Despite the many achievements that have emerged over the past twenty years, the most of these systems suffer from a lack of explanation ("interpretability ") and transparency since there is no explanation behind the provided decisions.

To overcome this shortcoming, it is necessary to add transparency to CDS to justify the decisions and allow the clinicians interacting with the system.

In this thesis, we propose a new approach for adding transparency to the CDS. Such an approach gives the CDS the ability to:

⇒ Provide decisions with explanation;
⇒ Give the clinicians the possibility to control the decision-making process by injecting prior knowledge and/or eliminating conflicting ones.

The fact of involving the expert in the system avoids contradictory results that can be uninterpretable. In fact, injecting prior knowledge in CDS is desirable to guide the decision process and to reduce their lack of explanation.

In this thesis, we are specifically focused on Hypertension. According to data validated by the French Committee for the Fight against Hypertension established in 2017 in France, Hypertension affects more than 13 million people [87] and 1 billion individuals worldwide [136] [28]. It can cause very serious complications like heart attacks, strokes, etc.

Thus, the individualization of the follow-up can be used in the context of Hypertension to detect and diagnose diseases in a highly specific manner. This allows treatments which are increasingly specific and effective, improving the prognosis of many.

To predict the public health impact cited above, we need human intelligence. But to perform studies on large amounts of data and population-level predictions, we constantly need to use AI based systems. Therefore, certain disciplines must be added to achieve the goal of Explainable 5P medicine.

First, medical measurements need to be collected from each patient to build Electronic Health Records (EHR). EHRs is then used for analysis with AI based algorithms. This enables a deeper interpretation of an individual’s characteristics and a disease mechanism understanding, which will lead to better treatment and prevention. Otherwise, it is about allowing the person to take care of himself/herself and to have access to information and advice adapted to his/her profile.

In this thesis, we include domain specific knowledge into the CDS by using two areas of AI: Machine Learning (ML) and Multiagent system (MAS).

1. ML offers a wide range of algorithms based on a large amount of data which can reproduce a behavior. Faced with many situations, the algorithm learns which decision to make and creates a model. The machine can automate the tasks according to the situations. In addition, it can exploit the volume of the EHRs.

2. MAS provide the possibility of effectively representing the different kinds of data and knowledge allowing to deal with the CDS complexity. Moreover, the integration of argumentation for modelling agents interactions adds transparency and intelligence to the system.

1.2 Context

In this thesis, we are interested in Hypertension as a cardiovascular disease. Nowadays, Hypertension is a major cause of premature death worldwide [59] [93].

Hypertension, also known as high or raised blood pressure, is a condition in which the blood vessels have persistently a raised pressure. Blood is carried from the heart to all parts of the body in the
vessels. Each time the heart beats, it pumps blood into the vessels. Blood pressure is created by the force of blood pushing against the walls of blood vessels (arteries) as it is pumped by the heart. The higher the pressure, the harder the heart must pump. Hypertension is usually defined by a blood pressure of 140/90 mmHg or higher for auscultatory measurement (mercury or aneroid) performed in a standardized manner. For patients with diabetes, high blood pressure is defined as blood pressure of 130/80 mmHg or higher.

Antihypertensive therapy is designed to reduce blood pressure levels below 140/90 mmHg to minimize the risk of cardiovascular complications in the long term. Several factors favoring Hypertension can be modified by simple lifestyle and dietary measures \[272\] \[111\]. In particular, the practice of moderate physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day, a moderation of salt intake and alcohol consumption, and lastly, loss weight if necessary are recommended. These recommendations are restrictive for patients because they may impose a change in their lifestyle, but they are effective if they are put into action seriously. Nevertheless, in the absence of improvement after few months, a hypotensive treatment becomes necessary. It will often be maintained for the whole life if it can effectively control the blood pressure. There are several therapeutic classes. Some of them can be combined for a cumulative effect \[153\] \[104\] \[17\]:

1. Thiazide diuretics act on the kidneys and promote the elimination of water and salt;
2. Beta-blockers inhibit the stimulating effect of adrenaline on the heart and slow down the heart rate, thus limiting the intensity of blood pressure on the artery walls;
3. Calcium inhibitors slow down the entry of calcium into the muscle cells of the arteries, causing their vasodilation and thus a drop in blood pressure;
4. ACE inhibitors and angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARA2) both block the renin angiotensin system involved in the blood pressure level;
5. Alpha receptor inhibitors act on the alpha1 receptors of cells that make up the wall of blood vessels. They are most often prescribed in case of failure of at least two other treatments.

One of the problems of Hypertension is related to its late diagnosis because of different factors such as those defined below:

- White coat hypertension \[270\] \[76\], also known as white coat syndrome, is a condition where a patient’s blood pressure is higher when taken in a medical environment than it is in other environments, such as at home. The term received its name from the white coats that medical professionals wear;
- Masked Hypertension \[36\]: is the opposite of white coat Hypertension. Patients with masked hypertension have normal blood pressure readings at the doctor’s office but have high blood pressure readings in other settings, such as in their home;
- Anxiety \[201\]: while occasional anxiety does not cause long-term high blood pressure, it can cause temporary spikes in blood pressure during those anxiety episodes. If those temporary spikes in blood pressure occur every day or frequently, they can damage blood vessels, the heart, and kidneys in the long run or cause high blood pressure.

Hypertension varies throughout the day. It is lower during sleeping and resting and higher otherwise. In addition, it increases under the effect of several parameters: physical activity, cold weather, emotional shock, stress ...

All these concerning conditions might lead to a wrong diagnosis, medication errors or even a late diagnosis due to the absence of symptoms.

Thus, the need of frequent blood pressure monitoring becomes a necessity. The diagnosis of hypertension must therefore be confirmed by repeated measurements. Collecting repeated medical measurements and high-quality health data for the patients and connecting them for analysis with automatic and intelligent tools avoids misdiagnosis and/or overmedication. A population of individuals should be used to characterize patients’ profiles. Then, the idea is to progress these profiles to refine the individual management advice. This enables to understand the diseases mechanism, which will lead to better treatment and prevention.

In this thesis, we will study tools that we consider the best to produce personalization in medicine and treat a large amount of health data with an emphasis on transparency and interpretability.
1.3 Challenges

In this section, we cover the main challenges that should be considered in machine learning systems and multiagent systems for healthcare tasks. We distinguish two types of challenges: applicative and scientific challenges.

1.3.1 Applicative challenges

The extent and increasing complexity of medical knowledge, such as diagnostic and therapeutic tools, oblige clinicians to manage more and more information to treat a patient. When treating a patient, the doctor must make a whole series of decisions leading to the medical act. The Doctor acts by following a reasoning which simultaneously involves notions of knowledge, uncertainty, experience, and risk. The development of CDS, simulating medical reasoning, requires modeling this practice. For this purpose, it is important to retrace the doctor’s approach to a patient and to analyze the medical decision. For designing a CDS, medical history of the patient (diagnosis, treatment, allergies, etc.) is required. Such data is called EHR [35]. An EHR is a digital version of a patient health information. A wide range of information can be stored in EHRs, such as detailed records of symptoms, data from monitoring devices, clinicians’ observations, radio, laboratories tests... A typical EHR consist of heterogeneous data elements, including patient demographic information, diagnoses, laboratory test results, medication prescriptions, clinical notes, and medical images. EHRs, even in their simple form, provide a rich collection of data for the researchers. As the number, the volume and the resolution of temporal datasets increase rapidly, traditional methods for dealing with such data are becoming overwhelmed. Therefore, one of the major challenges consists in integrating and harmonizing data belonging to different institutions. In addition, the heterogeneous nature of the data types including numerical data, date, time, objects, free text, images etc. poses significant challenges in working with EHRs. Mixed EHR type data drives an interesting research field of how to treat and to combine them for learning prediction models. Bellow, we specify some key challenges in modelling structured EHR data for ML research:

- Heterogeneity [114]: EHRs hold a various type of data including symptoms, demographics, procedures, diagnoses, lab exams and prescribed medications. The data is heterogeneous both in terms of clinical concept and data type. For instance, date time objects such as visit dates and time; multi-range numerical quantities such as lab results; categorical data such as diagnostic codes or visit locations;

- Dimensionality [149]: another inherent challenge with EHR data is the dimensionality of clinical concepts. There exist thousands of different procedures, labs, and medications in medicine. The problem of high dimensionality increases the model complexity by adding more parameters and the number of training samples in order to avoid model overfitting;

- Temporality [292]: EHRs include time-stamped sequences of measurements (clinical visits) over time which contain important information about the progression of disease and patient trajectory over the care period. The sequences are irregularly sampled. Both the order of clinical events and the duration between events are valuable pieces of information for learning prediction models. These factors might affect the performances of different prediction models. So, the first goal is to find a way to pretreat EHRs in order to predict the treatment of Hypertension and the date of the next visit. It is a question of surely estimating the treatment to allow patients taking care of themselves and especially to be able to anticipate and detect situations where it is essential to go see a doctor.

1.3.2 Scientific challenges

Traditional methods are not performing well enough to fully exploit the value of EHRs. The volume of data is too large for comprehensive analyzes, and the relationships between information contained in this data are too large for analysts to test all hypotheses to derive value from the data. ML is ideal for exploiting the hidden opportunities of EHRs. This technology allows to extract value from massive and varied data sources without the need to rely on a human. It is purely data-driven and suited to the complexity of the immense data sources. Unlike traditional methods, ML algorithms can be
applied to growing data sets. In fact, ML algorithms generally need a large amount of data for better performance. Thus, they deal with EHRs since the massive and varied data used in a ML system can improve learning results. ML allows discovering patterns buried in the data with greater efficiency than human intelligence.

Efficient ML algorithms are certainly very effective. However, they acquire some disadvantages. Below, we specify some key challenges when using some efficient ML models:

- Lack of interpretability: this is the case with neural networks [79], which are extremely powerful for prediction, but whose operations remain mysterious. However, we find these algorithms in uses where the slightest error can be fatal such as models used for healthcare. How to make a ML algorithm interpretable or explainable? A real challenge when it comes to enlightening a decision-maker on the result of an AI that he/she is supposed to use to inform his/her operational or strategic orientations. How could he/she decide if he/she does not understand how the model works, if he/she has no way of appreciating the logical process that led to the generation of this or that indicator? Transparency also rhymes with confidence, and especially when we talk about ML as a new step in the automation of systems;

- No ability to integrate prior knowledge [285]: ML models are obtained from training large amount of data. This purely data-driven learning may induce contradictory results that can be uninterpretable. Injecting prior knowledge in the leaning model can guide the learning step of the models and reduce their non-interpretability. Since we are working in the medical domain, we focus on official recommendations which are provided by official European Society of Cardiovascular Diseases and clinical knowledge;

- No ability to exploit internal ML knowledge: ML models only integrate classification results rather than internal classification knowledge.

1.4 Global vision of our support decision system

In this thesis, we propose an original vision to design a CDS for the prediction of the optimal treatment and the date of the next visit. Otherwise, we propose an original method, based on multiagent argumentation, which combines several Deep Learning (DL) algorithms which are one of the most powerful ML algorithms [162]. This way of combining DL algorithms allows not only to provide explanations of individual predictions, but also to inject prior knowledge and exploit the internal knowledge of each classifier. Thus, the argumentation process uses knowledge extracted from the individual built models and prior knowledge.

Our method proceeds in three main phases (see Figure 1.1): (1) Machine learning phase, (2) Arguments construction phase and (3) Multiagent argumentation phase.

1.4.1 Machine learning phase

Rather than making one model and hoping this model is the best/most accurate predictor, we use several models, first step, to construct ensemble method which improves ML results by combining different models. After processing data, each ML model generates a sample by using a specific sampling technique such as bootstrap. ML models use this samples to learn, to discover patterns and to make predictions. This phase is very important in our system since it allows to build knowledge bases. In this phase, the choice of the ML model, which represents the basic building block of our architecture.

1.4.2 Arguments construction phase

Arguments construction phase consists in building arguments either from machine learning algorithms or from prior knowledge. Extracting knowledge from different classifiers allows to make the link between ML and the multiagent system. The idea is to build an interpretable model that imitate the behavior of DL [118]. We opted in this work to extract if-then rules because this is one of best way to explain the prediction for clinicians. Prior knowledge is used under if-then rules form and injected into the system to guide the decision process.
1.4.3 Multiagent argumentation phase

Ensemble methods require a mechanism to combine base classifiers for generating ensemble classifier. Therefore, in this process, we introduce argumentation technology to integrate base classifiers in the MAS and to make the classifiers interact and exchange arguments for prediction. This new ensemble strategy based on multiagent argumentation can overcome the weaknesses of ML methods cited in the previous subsection. Argumentation technology [217], as a new way of multiagent interaction, can imitate human decision-making process to realize the conflict resolution and knowledge integration, which takes advantage of collective intelligence for problem solving. In this phase, extracted and prior knowledge are embedded into the agents. These agents negotiate in order to provide the most relevant prediction.

1.5 Plan

To present our work, we have organized this manuscript into three parts:

1. Part 1

In the first part, we set out the background of the involved domains and the state of the art as following:

- Chapter 2 provides an overview of the most widely involved areas: machine learning and multiagent argumentation. This Chapter presents the background which is crucial for the understanding of the thesis. First, we present some ML algorithms, a crucial step to choose the most efficient model for our problem. Then, the second part of this chapter is devoted to argumentation theory and multiagent system;

- Chapter 3 establishes a state of the art based on the two fields cited above. We present the approaches which are related to our project in the literature either in machine learning, multiagent systems or argumentation in healthcare. We raised the issues to be resolved in each part.
2. Part 2
The second part of this thesis encompasses the contributions of this thesis by describing them through two chapters as following:

- Chapter 4 presents the proposed medical support system that we have designed as well as the preliminary results allowing to validate our approach;

- Chapter 5 presents a new model able to treat times series called MS-LSTM. The idea is to replace the classical ML algorithm used in ML phase of our medical support system to consider the temporal trajectory of EHR. The proposed model can combine different data sources and predict clinical events. In addition, it allows to understand what group of features contributed to the prediction.

3. Part 3
Finally, the last chapter of this thesis is the subject of a general conclusion where we summarize the different obtained results and highlight the contributions of this work. We also describe the open perspectives and new research directions to explore.
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2.1 Introduction

In this part, we will focus on presenting the two areas on which our approach is based: ML and multi-agent argumentation. Both have specific interests for the problem we are addressing, and it is therefore essential to be able to provide the reader with the keys to understand the work that will be presented later. For this purpose, the foundations, objectives, and classic challenges will be discussed.

2.2 Machine learning

As a subfield of AI, ML is a branch born out of the desire to train machines to perform tasks typically assigned to human beings. We can cite for example the recognition of numbers or letters. Concretely, this approach consists in making the machine learn concepts or rules from examples of data sets. Once this step is performed, we can then give new examples to the machine so that it can predict their outputs. What is sought during this process is the development of the machine ability to generalize through the learned concepts. This way of operating makes it possible to solve complex problems which are known to be too costly in terms of time and resources by the traditional algorithms. ML has been a hot topic in recent years [184] and its use is becoming more widespread in many fields such as the stock market, robotics, image recognition, medicine etc. [126]. One of the factors behind this success is the ability of the ML algorithms to match or even surpass human performance. ML algorithms can be subdivided into four categories depending on the type of data they are facing and the task to reach. The first category is called Supervised learning [143], where the input data used for the learning process has a label indicating the output value that would be expected during a prediction. The chosen algorithm therefore has information on the concepts it needs to learn. Supervised learning attempts to solve two problems: Classification and Regression.

The second type is called Unsupervised learning [80]. The aim of this kind of learning is to see what it can be learned from the data without labels. The model will have to deduce by itself the relevant criteria and concepts, grouping examples that seem to correspond to the same profile or reducing the dimension of data. This type of ML is typically used to discover structures and patterns in data. It can also be used for Feature engineering during the process of preparing data for supervised learning. The third type is the Semi-supervised learning [21]. It consists in working with data with and without labels. Overall, it is observed that the association of the two categories of data tends to improve the accuracy of the models. An example of semi-supervised learning is co-learning, in which two classifiers learn a set of data, but each using a set of different and independent characteristics. If the data are individuals to be classified into men and women, one can use height and the other hair growth for example.

Finally, the fourth type is called Reinforcement learning. An agent starts by choosing an action from a list of actions. Then, depending on the chosen action, it will receive a feedback from the environment (coming from a human in certain situations or implemented inside the algorithm): it is either a reward for a good choice, or a penalty for a bad deed. The algorithm learns which strategy (or choice of actions) maximizes the stack of rewards. This type of learning is often used in robotics, game theory and autonomous vehicles.

In this thesis, the task is to predict treatment or date of the next visit for a patient. It is necessary here to have labels to have a scale on which the machine can rely for its predictions. We thus focus on the supervised ML algorithms by dealing with classification and regression problems. The classification encompasses all the problems in which we will seek to predict a class, a category. It is possible to perform classification in a supervised manner. Like classification, regression needs labels. Regression consists in finding a model or a function to distinguish data in continuous real values instead of using discrete value. The significant difference between classification and regression is that classification assigns the object of the input data to certain discrete labels. On the other hand, regression affects the input data object to actual continuous values. Simply speaking, in classification, we try to answer the question "which class?" however with regression, we attempt to answer the question "how much?".

In this thesis, we attempt to answer two questions: "which treatment" which is considered as a classification problem and "how soon will the patient have a next visit" which refers to a regression problem or a classification problem if we discretize the duration between visits. To evaluate the model for a classification problem, different evaluation metrics could be used such as
Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-Measure which calculate the performances of the model. These metrics are described above, where TP, FP and FN, TN represents respectively the number of true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative examples:

- **Accuracy**: it indicates the percentage of well-predicted data;

  \[
  \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN}
  \]  
  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

- **Precision**: it measures the accuracy of positive examples;

  \[
  \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
  \]  
  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

- **Recall**: it measures the number of positive labels well ranked among all the positive labels;

  \[
  \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
  \]  
  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

- **F1-Measure**: it conveys the balance between the precision and recall.

  \[
  \text{F1 - Measure} = \frac{2 \cdot TP}{2 \cdot TP + FP + FN}
  \]  
  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Regression results are evaluated differently than classification. One of the commonly used metric is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is essentially the square root of the sum of the squared differences between the prediction (\(\hat{y}\)) and the expected (\(y\)):

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2}
\]  
\hspace{1cm} (2.5)

To fill out the objectives cited previously, data is crucial for learning, testing, validating, and monitoring the ML algorithms. In this thesis, we use a specific type of data which is EHRs of patients. In the context of EHRs, the temporal aspect is present at different levels of granularity (sequence of visits, diagnosis, etc.). In the case of such temporal data, each event depends, in most cases, on the previous events. The temporal aspect is important because there are many prediction problems that involve a time component. While the time component adds information, it also makes time series problems more difficult to handle compared to other prediction tasks because of their irregularity. Some approaches are more suitable than others for exploiting time series. In this thesis, we grouped ML algorithms into two main approaches:

- **Classical learning methods**: include models that do not take into consideration the relationship between the events and the temporal aspect inside the algorithm;

- **ML algorithms for time series**: methods that can model sequential and temporal data inside the algorithm.

Based on the above, we organize the rest of this chapter as follows:

We present, in part 1, some classical algorithms. In part 2, we present some ML methods for time series and we discuss their ability to consider temporal aspect of EHRs. Then, we discuss in part 3, different techniques of interpretation of DL algorithms.

### 2.2.1 Classical learning algorithms

In this section, we present some of the classical learning algorithms which include Shallow ML and DL algorithms. We also expose the advantages and the weaknesses of these algorithms.
Shallow Machine Learning algorithms

1. Decision tree

The Decision Tree (DT) [211] is a supervised learning technique that can be used for regression or classification problems. The construction of a decision tree begins by selecting recursively the attribute that most effectively separates the learning data. The first selection thus provides the attribute of the root of the tree accompanied by the conditions (branches) relating to its value. Then, the child node attached to each branch is chosen either as a leaf of the tree, and therefore a class, or as an attribute developing a sub-tree in the same way as the root node.

The decision tree is very easy to interpret. For example, from the tree shown in figure 2.1, we can deduce the following two rules:

- If the patient has a difficulty breathing or a bleeding wound then he/she will be sented to the hospital;
- If the patient does not have a difficulty breathing or a bleeding wound then he/she will stay at home.

![Decision tree for deciding if a patient will be hospitalised or stay at home](image)

Figure 2.1: Decision tree for deciding if a patient will be hospitalised or stay at home [233].

From the above, we notice that the selection of the optimal attribute according to which the data will be distributed, is a fundamental step. Several methods have been proposed to find the optimal attribute such as information gain and the Gini index [218]. On the other hand, several studies have shown that there is no optimal method. Various algorithms for constructing decision trees have been developed, such as the CART [44], SLIQ [177] and SPRINT [246] and C4.5 algorithm [212].

One of the advantages of DTs is the possibility for the user to understand, through the routing throughout the conditions relating to the attributes, the reason why the model assigns a particular class to an input vector. However, given its individual concentration on each of the attributes, DTs algorithms are not very suitable for processing temporal data. In addition, DTs are particularly intolerant to missing data problems.

2. k-Nearest Neighbors

The k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) algorithm belongs to "lazy" learning algorithms. With each new instance, kNN is based directly on the instances of the training data without building a model. The assumption on which the kNN algorithm is based is that an instance is closer to instances of the same class than those of other classes. Therefore, when classifying an unknown
instance, the algorithm looks at the most frequent class among the classes of the K closest instances according to a defined distance. An example of classification by kNN is presented in figure 2.2. In this diagram, the first class is represented by a blue circle and the second by a red tile. The new instance to be classified is in the form of a cross. Using a 3NN classifier (KNN with \( k = 3 \)), all the 3 closest neighbors of the new instance belong to the first class. The algorithm then considers that this instance belongs to the first class.

The choice of the value of \( k \) influences the performance of the kNN classifier. In the example

![Figure 2.2: An example of classification by 3NN.](image)

2.3 (a), choosing a too small value made the system sensitive to the noise present in the first class area (represented by circles). Among the neighbors of the instance to be classified, the 3NN algorithm finds 2 instances of the second class against one belonging to the first class. This new instance was therefore wrongly considered to belong to the second class. This has led to a state of overfitting. In this case, a larger value of \( k \) (\( \geq 5 \)) can solve the problem. On the other hand, in example (b) the choice of a large value led to overfitting. Given the small number of instances present in the central region, the 8NN classifier is still looking for neighbors in the region of the other class. This problem can be solved by taking a smaller value of \( k \) (\( \leq 5 \)).

After fixing the number of neighbors \( k \), kNN uses widely Euclidean distance to detect the

![Figure 2.3: Importance of the choice of the value k in the classification by kNN.](image)

k-neighbors closest to the new input data to be classified.

3. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [256] are supervised learning algorithms. Although there are versions able to solve regression problems, their application is more common for classification problems. SVMs can solve linear and non-linear problems and work well for many practical problems:

(a) Linear Support Vector Machines

Linear SVMs are the simplest form of this algorithm. They are applicable in the case where the data are linearly separable. Linear separation consists in finding an optimal hyperplane which separates data into two classes. Since there are an infinity of possible hyperplanes, the quality of the separator is evaluated by maximizing the margins. The margins are calculated according to the distance separating the hyperplane from the closest element belonging to each class. When the margins are larger, the separation is better between the classes.

Given a dataset of \( N \) instances \( (x_i, y_i), i = 1...N \) where \( y_i \in \{-1, 1\} \) represents the class of \( x_i \). The goal is to build a function \( f \) which allows to predict whether a new example \( x_i \) belongs to class \(-1\) or to class \(1\). For a linear classification problem, the two classes \((-1\) and \(1\)) are supposed to be separable by a hyperplane, the function \( f \) therefore has the form:

\[
f(x) = w^T x_i + b = 0 \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( w \) is the orthogonal vector to the hyperplane and \( b \) is the displacement from the origin.

And satisfying the following constraints:

\[
\begin{cases}
w^T x + b \geq 1 & \text{if } y_i = 1 \\
w^T x + b \leq -1 & \text{if } y_i = -1
\end{cases} \tag{2.7}
\]

The "margin" of a learning problem is defined as the distance between the closest learning example and the separation hyperplane. The distance between the two hyperplanes \((w^T x + b = 1)\) and \((w^T x + b = -1)\) is \( \frac{2}{\|w\|} \) and represents the margin of the classifier. The optimal hyperplane can be found by maximizing the margin, or equivalently by solving the following minimization problem:

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} \|w^2\|
\]

Under the constraint:

\[
y_i(w^T x_i + b) \geq 1, \forall i \leq N \tag{2.8}
\]

Figure 2.4 shows an example of SVM separation of two classes 1 and -1.

(b) Non-linear SVM

Unlike Linear SVM, which deals with the data where two classes are linearly separable, Non-linear SVM can handle with data where the classes are not linearly separable. A Non-Linear Kernel [68], like for example the RBF kernel (Radial Basis Function Kernel) [239] can be used in order to transform the non-linear data into almost linearly separable data. More precisely, a kernel function [5] is applied on each data instance to map the original points into some higher dimensional space in which they become linearly separable.

The process of determining the classification function in this case consists of two steps:

- First, the input vectors are projected into a larger dimensional space so that they can be linearly separable;
Then, the SVM algorithm is used to find the optimal hyperplane that separates the new data vectors. This hyperplane is therefore defined by a linear function in the new space that corresponds to a non-linear function in the original space.

Let $\phi$ be the function of projection of the data in the destination space. After this projection, a learning algorithm could manipulate the data through a scalar product in this destination space. Kernel functions are special functions that allow to compute scalar products directly in the original space without the need of determining the projection $\phi$. A kernel function $K(x_i, x_j)$ represents the similarity between $x_i$ and $x_j$ which is given by:

$$K(x_i, x_j) = \langle \phi(x_i) \cdot \phi(x_j) \rangle$$

Among the most used kernels, we can cite polynomial kernels and RBF kernels formulated respectively as follows:

$$K_{\text{pol}}(x, \tilde{x}) = (x^T \tilde{x} + c)^d$$

$$K_{\text{RBF}}(x, \tilde{x}) = \exp\left(\frac{\|x - \tilde{x}\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)$$

SVMs produced good results in ML tasks, mainly in classification and regression; such results have been observed on several problems.

4. Ensemble methods

Ensemble methods [81] are based on the idea of combining the predictions of several classifiers for better prediction results. Depending on how to generate the components of the classifiers, current ML algorithms fall into two categories: (a) algorithms which generate components of classifiers independently [230] (Bagging, Random Forest,...) and (b) algorithms which generate components of classifiers sequentially [86] (Boosting, Arcing,...). Here, we detail one of each category as follows:

(a) Bagging

Bagging is an ensemble method introduced by Breiman [45]. The concept of bagging (voting for classifications, averaging for regression problems with continuous dependent variables) finds its application in the field of predictive ML, to combine the classifications predicted from the same type of model for different training data. It is also used to solve the inherent problem of instability of results when complex models are applied to relatively small data sets.
Bagging is based on the concepts of Bootstrapping and aggregating. Bootstrap [262] is a principle of statistical resampling [262] traditionally used for the estimation of quantities or statistical properties. Bootstrapping is designed to generate randomly and with delivery \( N \) independent copies of \( S \) objects called bootstrap from the initial set of training samples with size \( S \). An object from the initial dataset can be selected multiple times as it can be absent in generated copies. The same classifier is learned on each of the copies. \( N \) classifiers are then obtained with different performances.

Aggregation consists in combining these classifiers using majority voting as the combination strategy. The final classification will be the one predicted by the greatest number of classifiers.

For a regression problem, the outputs of individual models can literally be averaged to obtain the output of the ensemble model.

(b) Boosting

Boosting is an ensemble method introduced by Schapire [238]. Their goal is to improve the prediction results and get a better classifier from a poorly performing classifier. By successive iterations, the knowledge of a weak classifier is added to the final classifier. Unlike bagging where bootstrap training sets and classifiers are built independently, in boosting training samples are built incrementally by the same classifier and sequentially. Initially, all training samples have equal weights, and the classifier is built on this basis. Then for each step, the samples are weighted so that the misclassified objects have high weights, and the classifier is launched on the new set of learning weights. In this way, we finally obtain a set of classifiers which are combined by a weighted vote to have the final decision. These methods can be applied to regression as well as classification problems.

Despite their advantages, ensemble methods have several limitations. In fact, they proceed by a simple voting or averaging, they do not exploit internal knowledge of classifiers, they do not allow knowledge injection and they do not provide an explanation for the prediction.

Deep Learning

In recent years, DL that represents a new generation of neural networks have proven their effectiveness in many real applications. It is particularly promising in the fields of images, sound recognition, natural language processing, games, and medicine. As their name suggests, neural networks are conceptually inspired by the functioning of the human brain and the neurons. This network is made up of “layers” of neurons, each receiving and interpreting information from the neighboring layer. Below, we present some basic neural networks.

(a) Formal neuron

The architecture of artificial neural networks brings together a set of elementary units called "formal neurons". These neurons are connected to each other to form an oriented graph. In analogy with the biological networks of neurons, the connections between the nodes of the graph symbolize the synapses. These connections are weighted by adjusted the weights during the learning phase by means of an optimization algorithm. This type of algorithms adapts the weights to minimize the difference between the network output (the predictions) and the expected output (the reference). The behavior of the neurons in the nervous system was used to create the mathematical concept of "formal neurons". These neurons receive information produced by other nodes through the input connections. The artificial neuron first performs a weighted sum of the \( n \) input values \( x_1, x_2...x_n \). The weights assigned to the inputs of a neuron are stored in a vector \( W \), where the value \( w_i \) represents the weight of the input connection \( x_i \) of the neuron. To this sum is added the threshold value \( b \) which represents the "bias". This total quantity represents the biased
post-synaptic potential $p$ formulated as follows:

$$p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i x_i + b \quad (2.12)$$

Finally, an activation function $f$ transforms this biased potential to obtain the activation value of the neuron which can then be transmitted to other neurons (see figure 2.5).

$$y = f(p) \quad (2.13)$$

Among the commonly used activation functions, we can cite Relu and the sigmoid functions:

$$\text{Sigmoid} \rightarrow f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}} \quad (2.14)$$

$$\text{Relu} \rightarrow f(x) = \begin{cases} x & \text{if } x \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } x < 0 \end{cases} \quad (2.15)$$

The perceptron is a very simple unit. However, combining many perceptrons forms an artificial neural network which can theoretically solve complex and undefined problems like humans do. Among neural networks, we find Multi layer perceptron.

(b) Multi-layer perceptron

Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) [220], shown in Figure 2.6, are non-looped neural networks whose nodes are organized into three or more levels called "layers". The neighboring layers are completely connected, which means that the nodes of each layer are linked to all the nodes of the lower layer and to all those of the upper layer. However, no connection exists between the units of the same layer. An MLP is made up of three types of layer, an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer:

- Input layer: is the first layer of the network. Neurons of this layer receive the information provided by the input vectors of instances. This layer therefore has no input connections from other nodes. It is however completely connected to the first hidden layer.
- Hidden layers: given a MLP containing $N$ ($N \geq 1$) hidden layers, each of the $N - 1$ lower hidden layers are completely connected to the upper one. The $N$-th and last hidden layer is completely connected to the output layer.
- Output layer: in this layer, the output of the final perceptrons is the final prediction of the perceptron learning model.
The MLP learning process consists in adapting the connection weights according to the prediction errors observed for each classification of a new instance. It starts by the feed-forwarding the information from one layer to the next. This goes through two steps that happen at every node/unit in the network:

i. Capturing the weighted sum of inputs of each neuron;

ii. Applying an activation function on the output of the step (i). Obtained activation value (i.e. the output of the activation function) is the input for the connected neuron of the next layer and so on.

At the end of this process, we may have a model that does not give accurate predictions and that is attributed to the fact that its weights have not been tuned yet. We also may have a high error. Backpropagation [220] is the most widely used method for adjusting the weights. This algorithm determines the error gradient for each neuron in the network starting from the last layer to the first hidden layer. During training, at each epoch, there will be a backpropagation of the error. The weights associated with the neurons are then modified to best rectify the error in the next step.

The objective of the backpropagation of the gradient is to adjust the weights of the connections to minimize the error, as an example, we can use quadratic error:

$$E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \tilde{y}_i)^2$$

(2.16)

which represents the difference between the expected output (the labels, $y$) and the output produced by the network (predictions, $\tilde{y}$). $N$ represents the size of the training dataset.

The backpropagation is performed by using an optimization algorithm (Gradient Descent, stochastic gradient descent, ADAM ...). The algorithm will find the weights that will hopefully yield a smaller error. Considering that the error $E$ is a function of the weights $w$, a local minimum is targeted by changing the weights in the opposite direction to the gradient $\frac{\partial E}{\partial w}$ multiplied by the learning rate $\alpha$:

$$\Delta w_{ij} = -\alpha \frac{\partial E}{\partial w}$$

(2.17)

$$w_{ij} = w_{ij} + \Delta w_{ij}$$

(2.18)

A chain of rules is used for the calculation of the gradient. For more details, authors in [185] provide a detailed overview.

(c) Auto-encoders
Autoencoder (AE) [191] is an unsupervised learning algorithm. The goal of an autoencoder is to learn a new representation of a set of data. Thus, the network may be viewed as consisting of two parts: an encoder function $Z = f(X)$ and a decoder that produces a reconstruction of the inputs $X' = g(Z)$. This architecture is presented in figure 2.7. If an autoencoder succeeds in simply learning to set $g(f(X)) = X$ everywhere, then it is not especially useful. Instead, autoencoders are designed to be unable to learn to copy perfectly. Usually they are restricted in ways that allow them to copy only approximately, and to copy only input that resembles the training data. Because the model is forced to prioritize the aspects of the input to be copied, it often learns useful properties of the data. The network will therefore represent the data by means of one or more hidden layers so that the output finds the same data as the input. An autoencoder can discover structure within data in order to develop a compressed representation of the input. Because autoencoders learn how to compress the data based on attributes discovered from data during training, these models are typically only capable of reconstructing data similar to the class of observations that the model observed during the training phase.

Autoencoders are mainly applied for dimension reduction, anomaly detection, data denoising (ex. images, audio), image inpainting, etc.

(d) Convolutional Neural Network

The visual cortex of animals is endowed with several cells each having their responsibilities, some for detecting light, others for contrasts... These cells act like a series of filters that only lets one image pass to the animal’s brain. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [161], like genetic algorithms, are therefore inspired by this natural phenomenon. Thus, CNN is a deep network composed of multiple layers and organized in blocks to leverage spatial information, it is therefore suited for classifying images. CNNs are composed of two major parts: the first part called the convolutional or feature learning and the second part called the classification part:

i. Convolutional or Feature Learning part: the network performs a series of convolutions and pooling operations in order to detect features. If we take the example of a picture of a cat, this is the part where the network would recognize its form and four paws;

ii. Classification part: this part is composed of fully connected layers which serve as a classifier of the extracted features. Otherwise, the matrix of the extracted features goes through a fully connected layer to classify the images.
Each input image pass through a series of convolution layers with filters (Kernels), Pooling, fully connected layers and apply Softmax function to classify an object. The figure 2.8 represent a complete CNN to process an input image and classifies the objects. As we described above, a simple CNN is a sequence of heterogenous layers, and every layer transforms one volume of activations to another through a differentiable function. Three main types of layers are stacked to build CNN architectures: Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer, and Fully Connected Layer:

i. Input layer: holds the raw pixel values of the image;
ii. Convolution layer: it is the core building block of a CNN. It consists in preserving the relationship between pixels values by learning image features. It creates a feature map to predict the class probabilities for each feature by applying a filter that scans the whole image;
iii. Pooling layer: scales down the amount of information generated for each feature from the convolutional layer and maintains the most essential information (the process of the convolutional and pooling layers are usually repeated several times);
iv. Fully connected layer: uses the output of the convolution layer to determine the best class for the image based on the final probabilities.

2.2.2 Machine learning for time series

Time-series are simply a set of ordered data points with respect to time [99]. Different algorithms are used to extract certain statistical information to predict the future values based on stored past time-series data. We distinguish two different kinds of time series:

(a) Univariate time series: include datasets where only a single variable is observed at each time. For example, a dataset of the temperature values at each hour for the past 2 years. Here, temperature is the dependent variable on time which means predicting the temperature for the next few days consists in looking at the past values of the temperature;

(b) Multivariate time series: include datasets where two or more variables are observed at each time. For example, a dataset composed of the temperature values, wind speed, cloud cover percentage, etc. for the past two years. In this case, there are multiple variables to be considered to optimally predict temperature.
Before introducing the different types of ML algorithms for time series, we go through the formal definition of time series: A dataset $D = \{(X_1, Y_1), (X_2, Y_2), \ldots, (X_N, Y_N)\}$ is a collection of pairs $(X_i, Y_i)$ where $X_i$ could either be a univariate or multivariate time series and $Y_i$ is its corresponding label. The goal of time series classification consists in training a classifier on a dataset $D$ to map from the space of possible inputs to a probability distribution over the labels [99].

**Time Series Classification** is an important and challenging problem in data mining [99]. Classical ML methods are not suitable for time series classification.

CNN can discover and extract the suitable internal structure to generate deep features of the input time series automatically by using convolution and pooling operations [290]. In [296], CNN has shown its superior ability on the task of measuring patient similarity. Authors in [258] have built an accurate personalized prediction model with the learned similarities time-fusion CNN based framework to account for the temporality across different time intervals. However, one drawback of the traditional CNN architecture is that it can not fully utilize the temporal and contextual information of EHRs for disease prediction. Consequently, modeling temporality and content of EHR data is more challenging with a CNN.

Models such as kNN, MLP etc. have been shown to be effective in various automatic classification applications. Indeed, these models (called "Shallow ML algorithms" in this manuscript) learn to assign a label to new data by exploiting their characteristics which are expressed in the form of a set of values. Despite their interpretability, DTs are not suitable for processing temporal data and they are particularly intolerant to missing data problems which is a common challenge in sequential data. Theoretically, the traditional SVM is not able to handle with temporal dependencies since it considers data as independent and identically distributed.

Therefore, classical methods generally are not adapted to time series data. They consider time series as a vector of characteristics and often examine each event independently of the others without capturing the relationship between events. In this case, modeling time series can be considered in an external way (outside of the model) by using for example sliding time window technique or recurrent sliding windows technique.

Another more efficient way to solve sequential learning problems is to model time series inside the algorithm. One of the most efficient method is the recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).

### The Sliding Window Method

Sliding Window method is considered as a temporary approximation of the time series data. It consists in converting the sequential learning problem into a classical learning problem by constructing a window classifier able to map an input window to an output value. In fact, time series dataset is restructured as supervised learning problems by using the value at the previous time step to predict the value at the next time-step. The idea is to slide the time window of fixed size. Figure 2.9 shows an example of the process of sliding window with window size=4. Given a multivariate time series $X_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq 10$, its label $Y_i$. The dataset $D = \{(X_1, Y_1), (X_2, Y_2), \ldots, (X_{10}, Y_{10})\}$ describes 10 visits of a given patient from time 1 to 10. The idea is to construct a window classifier $w$ to predict the output $Y_i$ at $t$ by using the window. The window is moved by one position to the right and it shows another subsequence to which the processing can be applied. Initially window has covered 5 historical data of 5 visits. Visits from $X_1$ to $X_5$ are used to predict the label of the next visit $Y_6$. Then, window slides right side by one visit to cover other 5 visits (from $X_2$ to $X_6$) to predict the label of next visit $Y_7$. The process continues till time series data of a particular period considered is exhausted. The Sliding Window technique can be used to predict values in time series, using a classical ML algorithm. Classical ML methods need to fix the number of previous observed values as inputs of the model for each training process while the output is the forecasted values of the time series.

Sliding window technique is a good way to make any classical supervised algorithm able to solve sequential learning problem. However, this method does not consider the relationship between the predicted $Y_i$. It considers the relationship between the time points $X_i$ without capturing those among the $Y_i$.

To overcome the weakness of sliding window methods and improve them, recurrent sliding technique can be used. Unlike the sliding window method, in recurrent sliding window method, the
predicted value $Y_i$ is fed as an input to help making the prediction for $Y_{i+1}$.

In the literature, there are many approaches that integrate the temporal information inside the ML algorithm. In this work, we focus on Recurrent neural networks.

**Recurrent neural network**

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [139] have been used for sequence processing, particularly for predictive tasks. RNNs have a memory of what has been calculated in the past and this makes them particularly suitable for processing sequences. In theory, RNNs can retain information seen in a large sequence, but in practice, they lose their effectiveness over very long-term dynamics. It is in this sense that recent works have seen the emergence of recurrent neural network architectures with "gate" mechanisms that can significantly improve the memorization capacities of the models. More specifically, certain types of recurrent networks, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [130] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [22] have been shown to be particularly effective in modeling sequences whose dynamics could extend far over time.

Unlike MLP, RNNs shown in Figure 2.10, have cycles in their connectivity graph [94]. The main motivation behind this type of architecture is to be able to manipulate sequences of input vectors, each representing a temporal event, and not just isolated data having no temporal significance. By rolling out, with respect to time, the compact modeling of a RNN (see Figure 2.10), this type of network can thus be considered as a time series of MLP networks linked together through their respective hidden layers. This link allows RNNs to encode latent dependencies between events in a sequence of input vectors. These models were often acclaimed in particular for time series and sequences, because their characteristics allow them to learn, store and take into account the contextual information passed during the processing of information. According to this modeling,
an RNN takes as input a sequence of events $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_T)$ and defines the sequence of hidden states $h = (h_1, h_2, ..., h_T)$ to produce the sequence of output vectors $y = (y_1, y_2, ..., y_T)$ by iterating from $t = 1$ to $T$:

$$h_t = f_h(W_{xh}x_t + W_{hh}h_{t-1} + b_h) \quad (2.19)$$

$$y_t = W_{hy}h_t + b_y \quad (2.20)$$

where $T$ is the total number of input vectors, $W_{xh}$, $W_{hh}$ and $W_{hy}$ are the weight matrices, $f_h$ is the hidden unit activation function which is generally the hyperbolic tangent and $b_y$, $b_h$ are the biases.

Being designed for non-looped networks, the gradient backpropagation algorithm is not sufficient for considering the time links expressed through the two previous formulas. One solution to this problem is to consider an unfolded "hierarchical" representation of the RNN. In the diagram illustrated in Figure 2.10, the time scale, represented through the diagonal arcs, carries a hierarchical meaning in the sense that the target layers are of higher level. It is through this hierarchical representation that the algorithm of backpropagation of the gradient generalized to non-looped neural networks is used. This version is called Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) [122]. The particularity of this representation compared to a "classic" non-looped neural network is the existence of several shared parameters. For example, a common weight matrix $W_{hh}$ passes information through the diagonal arcs. In addition, the weight matrices $W_{xh}$ and $W_{hy}$, represented by the vertical arcs (Figure 2.10), are shared over time respectively. Based on the above, the learning algorithm based on the BPTT includes 3 steps:

(a) Forward propagation: information flows as in a normal non-looped network, from bottom to top. At each instant $t$ (varying from 1 to $T$), the value of the hidden state at the previous instant ($h_{t-1}$) as well as the input vector of the instant $t$ ($x_t$) are used to determine the new hidden state $h_t$. From this, the output vector $y_t$ is calculated;

(b) Backwards propagation: once the forward propagation is completed, the error between the output $y_t$ given by the network and the desired output for this sample is calculated. The error is then backwards propagated.

(c) Adaptation of parameters: the weights are updated in all the layers. For each neuron $j$ in a hidden or output layer $l$ which receives connections from neurons $i$ in layer $k$, the bias and the weights are updated.

The advantage of RNNs lies in their ability to consider the past context when processing current information. However, these networks have difficulties in processing relatively long sequences, in particular those containing more than 10 events [131]. The gradient computation involves recurrent multiplication of the weights. Indeed, with cumulative calculations over the long term, the error obtained with the backpropagation of the gradient decreases or, less frequently, increases exponentially. The value of these derivatives may be so small, effectively preventing the weight from changing its value. In the worst case, this may completely stop the neural network from further training. This may cause the vanishing gradient or exploding gradients [131]. The dissipation or explosion of the gradient gets worse in this case depending on the number of layers.

To solve this problem, one solution is to replace the classic recurring unit with a recurring unit using gates. These gates are activating functions modulating the information flow in the unit. There are two types: GRU [65] and (LSTM) [130].

(a) Gated Recurrent Unit

GRUs [65] are improved version of standard RNN. GRUs are adapted to solve the vanishing gradient problem that can come with standard RNNs by using an update gate and a reset gate. The update gate controls information that flows into memory, and the reset gate controls the information that flows out of memory. The update gate and reset gate...
are two vectors that decide which information will get passed on to the output. They can be trained to keep information from the past or remove information that is irrelevant to the prediction. As we can see in the figure 2.11, two inputs $h_{t-1}$ and $x_t$ are fed to the unit. The input $x_t$ is combined with the information coming from $h_{t-1}$, the memory of the previous state. The reset gate $r_t$ decides to keep the relevant information and forget the non-relevant piece of information. The update gate $z_t$ and the reset gate $r_t$ are computed as follows:

$$z_t = \sigma(x_t W_{xz} + h_{t-1} W_{zh} + b_z)$$ (2.21)

$$r_t = \sigma(x_t W_{xr} + h_{t-1} W_{hr} + b_r)$$ (2.22)

A new memory content called current memory content is introduced. It uses the reset gate to store the relevant information from the past. It is calculated as follows:

$$\tilde{h}_t = \tanh(x_t W_{xt} + h_{t-1} W_{hh} + b_h)$$ (2.23)

At each time step, a vector $h_t$ that holds information for the current unit and passes it down to the network needs to be calculated as follows:

$$h_t = \tanh(x_t W_{xt} + (r_t \odot h_{t-1}) W_{hh} + b_h)$$ (2.24)

Where $x_t$ is the input at time $t$, $W_{xz}$, $W_{xr}$, $W_{zh}$, $W_{hr}$, $W_{xt}$ and $W_{hh}$ are the weights, $b_z$, $b_r$ and $b_h$ are the biases. $\odot$ is an element-wise product between the reset gate $r_t$ and $h_{t-1}$ which determines what to remove from the previous time steps.

Due to the update and the reset gates, GRUs can store and filter the information. So, the vanishing gradient problem is eliminated since the model is not washing out the new input every single time but keeps the relevant information and passes it down to the next time steps of the network.

(b) Long Short Time Memory

LSTM [130] is considered as a variant of the RNN. LSTM is one of the earliest approaches that address the challenge of short-term input skipping in latent variable models and long-term information preservation. Its architecture is like GRU. However, LSTM has one more gate that makes it more complex than GRU. Compared to GRU, LSTM is more powerful when there is enough data. However, GRU can train fewer data and it is faster than LSTM because it has less gates. An LSTM memory block consists of a memory cell $c$ and three
multiplicative gates which regulate the state of the cell, forget gate $f$, input gate $i$ and output gate $o$. The memory cell encodes the knowledge of the inputs that have been observed up to that time step. The forget gate controls whether the old information should be retained or forgotten. The input gate regulates whether new information should be added to the cell state while the output gate controls which parts of the new cell state to output. The gates are computed as follows:

$$f_t = \sigma(W_f x_t + W_{fh} h_{t-1} + b_f) \quad (2.25)$$
$$i_t = \sigma(W_i x_t + W_{ih} h_{t-1} + b_i) \quad (2.26)$$
$$o_t = \sigma(W_o x_t + W_{oh} h_{t-1} + b_o) \quad (2.27)$$
$$c'_t = \tanh(W_{cx} x_t + W_{ch} h_{t-1} + b_c) \quad (2.28)$$
$$c_t = f_t c_{t-1} + i_t c'_t \quad (2.29)$$
$$h_t = o_t \tanh(c_t) \quad (2.30)$$

The network takes three inputs: $x_t$, $h_{t-1}$ and $c_{t-1}$. $x_t$ is the input of the current time step, $h_{t-1}$ is the output of the previous LSTM unit and $c_{t-1}$ is the “memory” of the previous unit, which is considered as the most important input. As for outputs, $h_t$ is the output of the current network. $c_t$ is the memory of the current unit. $f_t$, $i_t$ and $o_t$ refers respectively to the forget, input and output gate that drop or retain the relevant information from previous states. The new hidden state $h_t$ depends only on the input $x_t$ and $h_{t-1}$. The hidden state in LSTM is dependent on gate states and an intermediate memory unit $c'_t$. The LSTM unit updates its state $h_t$ and $b_t$ (the bias at time $t$) at every time step $t$ and propagates it to following dense layers. Therefore, this single unit makes decision by considering the current input, the previous output, and the previous memory. It generates a new output and alters its memory. Finally, the output is generated for this LSTM unit. This step has an output valve that is controlled by the new memory, the previous output $h_{t-1}$, the input $x_t$ and a bias vector. This output valve controls how much new memory should output to the next LSTM unit. The final output of the model is:

$$y_t = \sigma(W_y h + b_y) \quad (2.31)$$

LSTMs have shown their effectiveness in various fields of application. They are currently considered as the state of the art approach in several tasks dealing with sequential and
temporal data [232] [103]. Their contribution is most evident in the case of fairly long sequences of events [171] [47].

2.2.3 Interpretation of Deep learning algorithms

As said before, deep neural networks have experienced strong predictive performance in recent years in many areas such as image recognition, textual and voice analysis. However, these good predictive results are generally accompanied by a difficulty in interpreting the model generation process on the one hand, and the learned result on the other. This "black box" effect of neural networks poses constraints in their use for example when they are used in critical domains such as healthcare [288] [284]. One of the first things that must be learned in ML is that there is often a balance between a model's performance and its interpretability. Transparent models (interpretable by a human, such as linear regression or decision trees) are generally less efficient than black box models, i.e. which are not directly interpretable by the human. The interpretability generally refers to the ability to explain or present information in humanly understandable terms. Different dualisms allow to map the main methods of interpretation developed in the discipline of DL.

Interpretation by extracting approximators

A global approximator is an interpretable model trained to imitate the prediction results of the black box model. Generally, sparse linear regression models, or decision trees and therefore decision rules are used as approximators. It is then assumed that the indicators used to interpret the approximators are representative of the complex mechanisms of the "black box" model. In the studied literature, there are many interpretable models that can be extracted from DL such as decision tree [73], or rules [142]. Different rule types can be extracted from neural networks we can cite:

- Logic rules, called also, "if-then" rules are the typical rules used by expert systems. The "if" part is the combination of conditions on the input variables, also named premises, and the "then" part is the conclusion;

- "M-of-N" rules were given a set of $n$ conditions, if $m$ of them are verified, then the consequence of the rule is considered true.

In recent years, many approaches for rule extraction from trained neural networks have been developed. According to Andrews et al. [14], the techniques of the rule extraction can be grouped into three main approaches namely decompositional, pedagogical and eclectic. The decompositional approaches [236], [107], [297] extract the symbolic rules by analyzing the activation and weights of the hidden layers of the neural network. The pedagogical approaches [74], [19] extract rules that represent input-output relationship so as to reproduce how the neural networks learned the relationship. The eclectic approaches [37], [133], [166] are a combination of the decompositional and the pedagogical approaches.

Tran and Garcez [265] proposed the first rule extraction algorithm from Deep Belief Networks. However, these stochastic networks behave very differently from the MLP, which are deterministic. Zilke et al. [297] have proposed an algorithm that uses a decompositional approach for extracting rules from Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) called DeepRED. This algorithm is an extension of the CRED algorithm [169]. For each class, it extracts rules by going through the hidden layers in a descending order. Then, it merges all the rules of a class in order to obtain the set of rules that describe the output layer based on the inputs. Bologna et al. [37] proposed a Discretized Interpretable Multilayer Perceptron (DIMLP) that uses an eclectic approach to represent MLP architectures. It estimates discriminant hyperplanes using decision trees. The rules are defined by the paths between the root and the leaves of the resulting decision trees. A pruning strategy was proposed to reduce the sets of rules and premises.

Craven et al. [72] proposed a method to explain the behavior of a neural network by transforming rule extraction into a learning problem. In other words, it consists in testing if an input from
the original training data with its outcome is not covered by the set of rules, then a conjunctive (or M-of-N) rule is formed from considering all the possible antecedents. The procedure ends when all the target classes have been processed. Zhou et al. [293] introduce an approach named REFNE that extracts symbolic rules from trained neural network ensembles that perform classification task. REFNE uses the trained ensembles to generate instances and then extracts symbolic rules from those instances. It avoids useless discretization of continuous attributes, by applying a particular discretization leading to discretize different continuous attributes using different intervals.

The rules extracted from neural networks must imitate the behavior of the model. According to [41], to measure the quality of the extracted rules, four main criteria can be considered:

- **Accuracy**: determined by the number of correctly classified test samples by a given rule;
- **Fidelity**: indicates the degree of matching between network classifications and rules’ classifications. Practically, it is the fraction of instances on which neural network and the extracted rules give the same output. The fidelity must be higher to be sure that the extracted rules imitate well the behavior of the neural networks;
- **Comprehensibility**: is measured by the size of the rule set and by the number of antecedents. A rule that contains a lot of antecedents may be understandable;
- **Complexity**: indicates the difficulty of the implementation of the algorithm.

### Interpretation by local approximators

Instead of looking at the model and trying to come up with global explanations, there are also, methods that look at every single prediction and then try to explain it. Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [224] is one of these methods. This algorithm creates a model around a given prediction to approximate it locally. More precisely, LIME generates new data, namely data close to the prediction to be explained, then learns them using an interpretable model (such as linear regression or decision tree) and the classification made by any "black box" model. The objective of LIME is to gain the trust of users for individual predictions and then to trust the model. The disadvantage of the LIME method is that it does not provide a theory for generalizing the interpretability from the local model to a more global level.

Other techniques, such as the Shapley method [247], allow explaining a local decision while proposing, unlike LIME, an axiomatic theory (models that can be used for any class of learning method) on which to base the interpretability. The Shapley method proposes a classification of the contributions of input features according to principles derived from game theory. Shapley method is very costly in terms of calculation, a SHAP variant [167] has been proposed on the same basis.

The saliency maps are methods specific to the imagery or the analysis of texts allowing to visually highlight (using mask) the parts of images or of the text which significantly participated in the decision of the "black box" algorithm. The calculation of the salience map is based on the learning algorithm (representation of gradients), the method is not agnostic to families of "black box" algorithms.

Another technique for interpreting DNNs by explaining their predictions is called Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [20]. LRP is mostly applied to various data types (such as images, text, audio, video, signals) and neural architectures like CNNs and LSTMs. It operates by propagating the prediction backward in the neural network, using a set of purposely designed propagation rules [189].

### Interpretation based attention

Inspired by human visual attention, an attention mechanism is the ability to learn to focus on specific parts of complex data, for example a part of a picture or a word in a sentence. Attention
mechanisms can be incorporated into natural language processing and image recognition architectures to help an artificial neural network learning what to "focus on" when making predictions. Attention in DL can be broadly interpreted as a vector of importance weights to predict or infer one element such as a feature in a patients’ visit. Two kinds of attention mechanism are distinguished in LSTM:

(a) Global attention

All the hidden states considered when deriving the context vector $c_t$. As shown in figure 2.13 (A), the model infers a variable length alignment weight vector called $a_t$ at each time step $t$ based on the current state $h_t$ and all source states $h_s$. Thus, the global context vector $c_t$ is computed as the weighted average, over all the source states, according to $a_t$ [168];

(b) Local Attention

The local attentional mechanism chooses to focus only on a small subset of the source positions per target. As shown in figure 2.13 (B), the model first predicts a single aligned position $p_t$ for the current state. To compute the context vector $c_t$, a window centered around the source position $p_t$ is then used. The weights $a_t$ are inferred from the current state $h_t$ and those source states $h_s$ in the window [168].

The difference between global and local attention mechanism is that Local attention attend to only a subset of targets while global attention attends to all the input targets.

This mechanism aims to resolve issues such as noisy variables in the multivariate time series. Specifically, the attention weights select those variables that are helpful for predictions. This aims to select the useful information across the various feature of the time series data for predicting the target.

2.3 Multiagent systems and argumentation

In the previous part we presented the necessary background related to ML. This part focuses on MASs and argumentation. We first present the definition of an agent in a MAS and the way in which the properties of intelligence and autonomy can be expressed in this context. Then, we present the concept of interaction, a central element for MASs since it represents what makes it possible to build a collective response from individual responses. The key concepts of Argumentation will be described, before focusing in multiagent argumentation.

2.3.1 Multiagent systems

Before defining what is a MAS is, it is important to first focus on what agents are and their characteristics.
(a) Agent
There is no formal and consensual definition of an agent, rather several complementary definitions have grown during the 90s ([181], [129], [251], [100], [105]). The most famous one is the definition of M. Wooldridge [278]. According to this author, "An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives". More recently, Russell and Norvig [227] proposed a general definition which states that "an agent is anything that can be considered able to perceive its environment through sensors and act on this environment through actuators". This definition supposes that other agents are considered as part of the global environment. The whole definitions agree that an agent exhibits the following characteristics:

- Autonomy: an agent operates without any central intervention, and have some of control over its actions and internal state;
- Social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans or robots) via message exchanging and/or shared environment. For that purpose, a communication language is needed;
- Reactivity: agents perceive their environment (which may be the physical world, a user via a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the Internet, or may be all of these), and respond to changes that occur in it;
- Pro-activeness: agents do not simply act by responding to their environment, they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative. These goals should have been defined by an external set-up mechanism or inferred by the agents themselves.

(b) Multiagent system
A MAS is defined as a system made up of several agents which interact with each other in a common environment [279] [278]. Some of these agents can be people or their representatives (avatars), or even mechanical machines. If there are less than three agents, we are talking more about human/machine or machine/machine interaction than about MASs. In MAS, the communication dimension is important. Indeed, according to Genesereth and Ketchpel [112] an entity is a software agent if and only if it communicates correctly in an agent communication language. The architecture of a MAS is illustrated in Figure 2.14.

![Figure 2.14: General architecture of a MAS.](image)

Agents are generally classified into two main families: cognitive and reactive agents. However, it is common to design hybrid agents by combining cognitive and reactive capacities.

(a) A reactive agent: operates based on a simple correspondence between situations and actions (interacts with its environment but without reasoning about it). Its behavior is then governed by its relationship to those around it, without any internal state or representation of other agents or their environment. However, reactive agents can solve complex problems
by focusing on the modeling of an agent behaviour rather than the modeling of the agent [127]. The anthill, the termite, the beehive, and others are examples of systems based on reactive agents in the biological field. A reactive agent is often driven by motivational mechanisms (satisfaction of an internal need, achievement of a goal, etc.). It is also possible that a reactive agent responds only to stimuli from its environment. The general behavior of a reactive agent is described by a closed loop called perception-action (see Figure 2.15). Initially, the agent is in a certain internal configuration. Thanks to its sensors, the agent perceives a part of the environment in which it is immersed. Then, it chooses an action to be taken according to its internal configuration and its perceptions. This choice will be considered as the result of a decision-making function.

![Figure 2.15: Perception-action loop of a reactive agent.](image)

(b) A cognitive agent: is an agent with developed reasoning skills. Unlike the reactive agent, cognitive agent is generally intentional since it is characterized by the explicit representation of its objectives, an evolved representation of the environment and an ability to manipulate these representations to anticipate or reassess these objectives. BDI architectures are the most representative example of architecture for building a cognitive agent. The BDI agents [43] decide what actions to take from its internal states which are expressed in the form of beliefs (Belief), desires (Desire) and intentions (Intention). A cognitive agent is centered on three main functions: perception, decision-making, planning and action (see Figure 2.16).

![Figure 2.16: Behaviour of a cognitive agent.](image)

(c) An hybrid agent: is a combination of cognitive and reactive capacities.
2.3.2 Agents interaction

The main characteristic of a MAS lies in the notion of interaction which can be defined as a dynamic connection of two or more agents through a set of reciprocal actions [101]. Interactions are thus expressed through a series of actions, the consequences of which in turn influence the future behavior of agents. The agents interact along a series of events during which the agents are in contact with each other, in a certain way, whether this contact is direct or takes place through another agent or the environment. The agents of the same system influence each other to construct a solution to the problem posed.

Interactions can be hard-coded by programmers according to the needs of the application or follow predefined protocols. With the growing number of dialogue protocols that have been suggested by various researchers comes the need to understand the properties of such protocols. Without this knowledge we have no basis for choosing between them, or even assessing whether they are adequate for a given purpose. We will present here the main:

- Coordination protocols: aim at serving one’s own interests while trying to meet the overall goal of the system. In [141], the author characterizes coordination by two closely related aspects, namely commitments and conventions. Commitments provide the necessary structure for predictable interactions. Agreements control commitments in changing circumstances. As an example of a protocol for coordination we can cite the contractual network (contract-net) [255]. The advantage of such a protocol is that it achieves the coordination of tasks among the agents while ensuring the most optimal allocation;

- Cooperation protocols: consist in breaking down a problem into tasks and then distributing them [91]. Such an approach has the advantage of reducing the complexity of a problem. But there is a risk of having interactions between tasks and therefore of conflicts between agents. There are several mechanisms for distributing tasks. We cite the election mechanisms where tasks are assigned to agents following an agreement or a vote, contractual networks where tasks are assigned to agents following a cycles of calls for tenders or proposals. The multiagent planning assigns to planning agent’s responsibility for the distribution of tasks and the organizational structure where agents have responsibilities for particular tasks;

- Negotiation protocols: are used when agents have different goals. The main negotiation mechanisms are: the language used, the protocol followed in the negotiation principle and the decision procedure that each agent uses to determine its positions, its concessions and its criteria for the agreement.

In the past years, several works have been proposed in agent interaction [82]. Most of them involve two parties’ dialogues and the protocols they provide are based on two party dialogues. Even though, many specifications permit to send a message to more than one receiver, for example the FIPA ACL [194]. Multi-party dialogues [214] becomes more and more needed. It aims to ensure the interaction between several agents to find a solution for a problem. The idea of multi-party dialogue came from the fact that each agent might have a part of the solution, and their interaction might combine all the solutions [83].

Agents communicate with each other through a sequence of related rules on the same topic and not just with one-shot messages. For exchanging messages, they require a language with:

- A syntax: a common language to represent information and requests;
- A semantics: a structured vocabulary and a shared framework of knowledge;
- Speech act: is something expressed by an agent that not only presents knowledge, but performs an action as well [242];
- Performatives: are a type of illocutionary act (Inform, Ask, Answer, Promise, Affirm, ...);
- A pragmatics specifying: specify who to communicate with and how to find it, how to initiate and maintain an exchange and the effect of the communication on the recipient.
2.3.3 Argumentation

After describing the different protocols for agents interaction, we are particularly interested in the argumentation as a protocol of negotiation since it matches our problem. Argumentation [268] can be defined as the interaction of different arguments for and against some conclusion. Over the last years, argumentation has been gaining increasing importance in MASs, mainly as a vehicle for facilitating "rational interaction" (i.e., interaction which involves the giving and receiving of reasons) [217]. This is because argumentation provides tools for designing, implementing, and analyzing sophisticated forms of interaction among rational agents. Argumentation can be seen as the interaction of different, potentially conflicting knowledge or information considered as arguments, for the sake of arriving at a consistent conclusion. The fact that reasoning can be challenged has created an argumentative process. An argumentative process consists in developing a process of confrontation of points of view and deliberation which can lead to a decision.

We will detail below the different stages formalizing the argumentative process according to the description provided in [213].

**Argumentative process**

Overall, argumentation is the process of extracting a rationally justifiable position from incompatible starting points. It can thus be a process of reasoning in various essential stages which can be repeated by adding new knowledge. Generally, an argumentative process can be considered as a sequence of steps that begins with a knowledge base containing conflicts. This dialectical process includes:

- The speaker: is an actor (a person or an artificial agent) who is arguing. Such an actor is called the speaker or the orator;
- An argument: is the opinion defended by the speaker and shaped to convince, persuade, or deliberate;
- The audience: is composed of the actors which the speaker wants to influence in order to convince them to adhere to his opinion. All the argumentation is organized around an audience [266].

The argumentative process consists of four steps: (a) Arguments building based on generating arguments from the knowledge base, (b) Conflicts definition which consists in identifying conflicts between generated arguments, (c) Evaluation of the acceptability of different arguments and finally (d) Terminating which aims to select the justified conclusions (see Figure 2.17). We will detail below the different steps:

(a) Arguments building: in this step, arguments are generated from a knowledge base that contains the facts as well as a set of reasons which brings domain knowledge of a particular field to an agent. Otherwise, this step consists in arguments selecting. This notion generally refers to the concepts of explanation, proof and justification. The purpose of an argument is thus to support a proposition, a point of view or an opinion by citing reasons in its favor in order to convince an adversary, either to change its opinion or its judgment, or to incite it to act. An argument can have various forms, namely a part of a speech or an informal text in natural language given in a dialogue or a formal proof given in a well formalized logical language. From the knowledge base, a set of arguments can be selected. Concretely, an argument is a proof (deductive, analog, inductive, abductive). We can distinguish three different forms of this evidence. An evidence can be an inference tree which is a set of premises are linked in order to deduce a conclusion [164],[271], [280]or a sequence of inferences which considers an argument as a set of rules linked together [202], [209], [210]or a pair of premises and conclusion, here the premises are considered as proof for the conclusion [96], [53], [7], [30].
(b) Conflicts definition: this step consists in identifying conflicts between the generated set of arguments by ensuring arguments interaction. Argumentative interaction is defined as a situation of discursive confrontation in which antagonistic responses to a common question are constructed. Also, the question would be the contradiction of speeches, constitutive of the dispute, which gives rise to an argumentative question from which arguments and counter-arguments are organized. There can be several forms of interaction between the arguments [260]. Generally, the best known and most important of them are the Refutation and the Opposition.

- **Refutation**: two arguments which support contradictory opinions attack each other. Refutation consists in denying the conclusion of an argument by presenting a second argument with the opposite conclusion, for example "Titi is a bird then Titi flies" and "Titi is a penguin then Titi does not fly" are two arguments that refute each other. Indeed, the two arguments support two contradictory conclusions "Titi flies" and "Titi does not fly". This form of interaction is thus symmetrical. This attack relation is called disagreement in [253], reductio absurdum attack in [88], refutation by [6] and rebuttal in [31];

- **Opposition**: an argument supporting a thesis that contradicts one or more reasons that a second argument uses to support another thesis attacks the second argument. For example, any argument that supports the thesis "Titi is a penguin" attacks the argument "Titi is a bird and Titi is not a penguin so Titi flies". The opposition’s relationship exists when the conclusion of one argument contradicts part of the premise of another argument. This relation is called differently in several argumentative systems. This notion of attack is called contradiction in [253], ground attack in [88], attack in [6] and undercut in [31]. Unlike the refutation, the opposition is not symmetrical because if a first argument opposes a second argument, the latter does not necessarily in turn oppose the first argument.

(c) Evaluation: after having identified all kinds of arguments interactions, it is necessary to assign an acceptability status to each argument present in the discussion. The status of an argument depends on its interactions with the involved arguments. By considering the interactions between the arguments, it is possible to assign a status to a conclusion supported by the argument. Several criteria can be considered to identify the status of
each argument included in an argumentative process. For example, in [31] the status are
defined while considering the interactions between the arguments as well as the degree of
conflict between the arguments. Whereas in [7] the criteria of weights and preferences
between arguments are considered to assign a status to such an argument. Furthermore,
in [134] the author assigns a probability to each argument which will be taken into account
in judging the acceptability of an argument;

(d) Terminating: at the end of any argumentative process, among all the well-formed argu-
ments, some will be distinguished, justified or even acceptable. This distinction can be
made by taking into account the interactions between arguments and/or the evaluation of
these arguments. Informally, the justified arguments are arguments that do not admit de-
feat or whose defeat is in turn defeated. Indeed, these justified arguments are those which
could “win” in an argumentative dialogue between agents. Consequently, any opinion sup-
ported by an argument deemed acceptable could be considered as a conclusion or an exit
from the argumentative process.

Abstract argumentation

Definition 1:
According to Dung [89] an abstract argumentation system is defined formally as a a tuple $S = (A, R)$, where:

- A set of abstract arguments. Example: $A = \{a, b, c, d\}$;
- A binary relation on $A$, called attack relation. Example: $R = \{(a, b), (b, c), (d, c)\}$. $aRb$ means that $a$ attacks $b$.

A Dung-style argument system [89] can be represented by an oriented binary graph in which the
nodes are arguments and the arcs correspond to the attack relation between arguments. Figure
2.18 shows an example of an abstract argument system represented as a direct binary graph.

![Binary graph of an abstract argument system.](image)

Semantics of acceptance

The objective of an argumentation system is to evaluate the arguments interacting with each
other and therefore provide a form of acceptability of arguments. Dung [89] have proposed
different acceptability semantics to achieve this goal. Semantics identify subsets without conflict
and which can defend themselves against any possible attacker. Three kinds of semantics exist
for abstract argumentation. Extension based semantics, Labelling based semantics and Gradual
valuation of arguments.

(a) Extentions based semantics:

Dung’s goal was, starting from a set of arguments with an attack relationship, to define
the acceptable set of arguments [89]. Such sets are called argument extensions. Different notions of extension have been defined by Dung leading to different policies for choosing the arguments to be accepted collectively. To do this, Dung offers different semantics to select the arguments deemed acceptable. We find conflict-free sets, allowable sets, naive extensions, stable extensions, preferred extensions, full extensions, basic extensions, etc. This notion of acceptability is said to be declarative or collective in the sense that this notion specifies how to decide that a set of arguments is acceptable. We begin by stating the notion of conflict-free set and the notion of acceptability of an argument [214].

Definition 2:
Let $S = (A, R)$ an argumentation system where $A$ is a set of abstract arguments, $R$ is an attack relationship and $E \subseteq A$ is a subset of arguments from $A$.

- $E$ is conflict-free if there is no attack between its arguments, formally: $\forall a, b \in E, (a, b) \not\in R$;
- An argument $a \in A$ is acceptable with respect to $E \subseteq A$ if and only if $E$ defends $a$, that is $\forall b \in A$ such that $(b, a) \in R, \exists c \in E$ such that $(c, b) \in R$.

Dung defined several semantics for building extensions. In the following we present some of the main used ones.

Definition 3:
Let $S = (A, R)$ an argumentation system let $E \subseteq A$ be a conflict free set of arguments.

- $E$ is an admissible extension if and only if it is conflict-free and all its arguments are acceptable with respect to $E$.
- $E$ is a preferred extension if and only if it is a maximal admissible extension (with respect to $\subseteq$).
- $E$ is a complete extension if and only if $\forall a \in A, a$ is acceptable with respect to $E$ ($a \in E$).
- $E$ is a stable extension if and only if $\forall a \notin E, \exists y \in E$ such that $yRa$.
- $C$ is a grounded extension if and only if it is the minimal complete extension (with respect to $\subseteq$).

Figure 2.19 shows inclusions between the extensions. For example, every stable extension is preferred; every preferred extension is complete; the grounded extension is complete... Many semantics have been proposed in [24]. There are two main ways to accept an argument. An argument can be credulously accepted or skeptically accepted. Otherwise, an
Definition 4: Let $AS = \langle A, R \rangle$ an argumentation system and let $a \in A$. Argument $a$ is:

- Credulously accepted: if and only if $a$ belongs to at least one extension of $AS$ under the $S$ semantics;
- Skeptically accepted: if and only if $a$ belongs to all the extensions of $AS$ under the $S$ semantics;
- Rejected: if and only if $a$ does not belong to any extension of $AS$ under the $S$ semantics.

Refinements of these extensions have also been proposed such as recursive semantics [25], cautious semantics [69], semi-stable semantics [50], ideal semantics [90], CF2 semantics [108], equational semantics [108].

(b) Labelling based semantics:

Argument labelling allows to evaluate the status of arguments. Directly related to the extension-based approach, a labelling is a function that maps and associates every argument with a label. There are three values for labels [49]: in (the argument is accepted), out (the argument is rejected), or undec (the argument is undefined, not accepted or refused). Other approaches consider additional values [140].

(c) Gradual valuation of arguments:

Authors in [54] have presented the concept of gradual valuation in their framework where every abstract argument, receiving attacks, is assigned a gradual valuation. Initially, the arguments do not have an initial valuation. They are assigned gradual valuations when the attacks they receive are considered.

In a gradual valuation, let be an argument $a$ which is assigned a gradual valuation $v(a)$. $v(a)$ is an element of a totally ordered set which has a minimum and a maximum element. In [54] two different types of gradual valuation have been proposed:

- Local valuation: the valuation of an argument depends on the valuations of the arguments which are set to attack it [214];
- Global valuation: the valuation of an argument depends on the set of attack branches leading to it [214].

With the development of the argumentation, several formalizations of argumentation theory have been proposed in the literature ([204], [58], [31]). These formalisms are in varying degrees of abstraction. They vary from naive representation of argument concept, where an argument is simply an abstract entity of which no information is provided on the internal logical structure, at a more complex degree of abstraction where knowledge and inference mechanisms are taken into account for the construction of arguments.

Dung ignores the first two stages of the argumentative process, namely generating arguments and identifying the nature of conflict between them. He is therefore not interested in the origin of the argument or its internal logical structure and he presents an argument as an abstract entity. Broadly speaking, argumentative approaches can be classified into four categories, starting from Dung’s abstract argumentative systems [88] to hypothetical argumentation [39] and the unsuccessful argumentation of Garcia et al. [109] to arrive at deductive argumentative approaches like that of Pollock [202], Amgoud et al. [10] and the argumentative system of [30]. Many works have been developed in the literature which consist in extending these different classes of argumentation theory.

Many works have been proposed to refine and extend Dung’s argumentative framework. Among which we can cite the preference-based argument system [53], [8], [9], the symmetric argument system [70], the bipolar argument system [55], the constraint argument system [71], hierarchical argumentation [186], the value-based argumentation system [27], Modgil’s extended argument system [187], the abstract argument system with ASPIC structured arguments [208], the ASPIC + system [208], multi-sorted argument [225], probabilistic argumentation [134], abstract
argumentation theory based on quantified Boolean formulas [15] and the uniform argumentation system [197], etc. Generally, most of the developed works are based on abstract models and aim to define methods of selecting preferred arguments, as Dung.

**Structured argumentation**

Structured argumentation is an extension of Dung’s abstract argumentation which gives a simple inner structure to arguments [261]. Several researchers have tried over the past decade to model the argument in a logical context. Thus, several formal models of argument have emerged in recent years. The main objective of these models is therefore to find a formal and concrete representation of the notion of argument from a logical language and a relation of logical deduction. In addition, different underlying logics have been used to define the concept of argument and identify relationships between arguments such as propositional logic [30], [10], first order logic [202], the logic of defects [234] and the logic of description [34], etc. Generally, these logical and structured argumentation systems are characterized by two crucial points. On the one hand, an argument is in the form of a couple made up of a set of logical formulas called premises and a formula deduced from these premises called conclusion. The premises can be considered as a proof for the conclusion. Additional conditions are sometimes required, by some systems, in the construction of the arguments such as for example the coherence of the set of premises or the minimality of the set of premises for the inference of the conclusion, etc. On the other hand, interactions between arguments have a logically based definition. In particular, the conflict between arguments is essentially based on the notion of inconsistency in the considered logic.

In Structured argumentation, we suppose in general that an argument has an internal structure and include the following components:

- a set of hypotheses or premises;
- a method of reasoning or deduction;
- a conclusion.

Stephen Toulmin [264] defined the argument as the construction of an analytical scheme towards a conclusion using data and justifications. He distinguishes six basic bricks:

- The conclusion (claim): is the fact that needs to be justified;
- The data: are the facts on which the argument is based;
- The warrant which legitimizes the jump between the data and the conclusion;
- The backing, i.e. warranty support;
- The modal qualifier which allows to indicate the strength of the jump between the data and the conclusion;
- The exception condition (rebuttal) which appears when the jump between the data and the conclusion is not legitimate.

An argument is then said to be structured in the sense that normally the premises and claim of the argument are made explicit, and the relationship between the premises and claim is formally defined.
2.3.4 Multiagent argumentation

The advantage of using MAS is their ability to provide robustness and efficiency, to allow interoperability of existing systems and to solve problems for which data and expert knowledge are distributed. MAS are ideal systems for representing problems with multiple methods of solving, multiple perspectives, and/or multiple solvers. They also inherit the possible benefits of artificial intelligence such as symbolic processing (at the level of knowledge). To achieve their individual or collective goals, agents need to communicate. For that purpose, sophisticated interaction patterns are used. Negotiation protocols (see 2.3.2) can then be employed as interaction patterns for reaching an agreement acceptable to all involved parties.

Indeed, argumentation theory has been an inspiration for agent communication [174] since it allows exchanging arguments between agents, justifying their choices and providing reasons defending their claims. The added value of argumentation lies in the justification of positions [216] and the efficiency of agent’s communication by letting them reveal relevant required information during a conversation.

We distinguish two different possible forms of using argumentation in MAS (multiagent argumentation). The first one consists in using argumentation by a single agent in order to reason about its beliefs and possible actions. The second one requires two or more agents. Each one provides its different beliefs and goals for exchanging with others to achieve the final goal.

The use of argumentation has been proven to be fruitful in negotiation dialogues [148], as well as in dialogues leading to a decision [147]. In our work, we focus on persuasion dialogues. In persuasion dialogues two or more participants try to resolve a conflict of opinion, each trying to persuade the other participants to adopt their point of view [207]. In these dialogues, every agent uses its beliefs to debate with other agents and try to convince them about the correctness of its point of view on the topic. Argumentation is often used in persuasion dialogues [205]. Parkken et al. [206] have provide a list of persuasion systems, with a brief analysis of each one’s characteristics. The work proposed in [148] is an argumentation-based negotiation protocol where the negotiating parties and different arguments are linked. Different roles of agents and context of interaction are taken into consideration and the strength of the arguments are defined based on specific factors. During the negotiation, the agents can adapt their negotiation strategies.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has enabled us to talk about the different existing ML algorithms and their ability to consider the temporal aspect of EHRs in the medical field. These studies allowed us to choose the most adapted model for our research project. We also had the opportunity to understand the basic foundations of MAS and the argumentation process.

The goal of this project is to exploit the adaptation and reasoning distribution capacities of MAS and the efficiency of argumentation to introduce intelligence into the way of combining learning algorithms. In our approach we use neural networks which are known for their difficulty of interpretation. Multiagent argumentation will overcome this weakness by adding transparency and intelligence to the system. The idea is to extract knowledge from classifiers, then integrate them into agents for argumentation. This will provide a clear view of the system and provide an understandable decision for the user.

In the coming chapters, we will try to present some works in the literature using ML and multiagent argumentation for EHRs. We will focus on the works that add transparency to medical decision systems.
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3.1 Introduction

The following two sections aim to highlight the richness of applications in the medical field involving the use of ML, MAS and argumentation. The first section focuses on the ML techniques used in healthcare. The second section will focus on the different types of existing works related to the MASs and argumentation in the medical field. Particularly interested in the transparency and the interpretability of support decision systems, we will focus on explainable systems.

3.2 Machine Learning in healthcare

In the care process, the diagnostic phase is essential for patient orientation and follow-up. ML brings new solutions to healthcare professionals to save time and optimize the correct diagnosis. It opens new perspectives in the detection of diseases. The goal is not to replace the doctor with the machine, but to support him/her in the analysis and interpretation of the huge volumes of data collected. ML also makes it possible to promote correct diagnoses and fight against medical errors by generating differential diagnoses and suggesting additional examinations. For example, it can help physicians more easily to predict disease [291], to extract medical concept [179], to group disease and patient [85], to model patient trajectory [92] and to support clinical decision [155], [183].

The main factor of the progress of ML made in medicine, is the facilitation of data collection and information waiting to be used. This huge amount of data is called EHRs [60]. EHRs have been used mainly to improve the efficiency and ease of access of health data [276]. But also, they have been used to setup intelligent ML systems. For example, Menachemi et al. have estimated that the introduction of EHRs can reduce serious processing errors by 55% and up to 83% when coupled with a decision support system [178].

However, the challenge in medical support systems is to use medical data to adapt treatment for each patient’s profile. Recent medical analyzes produce many different data: clinical data, genomic data, metabolomic data, proteomic data or images... The challenge is to process data of large dimension and heterogeneous origin, it represents data integration.

For this purpose, different ML methods have been used in the literature. For example, classical ML techniques such as logistic regression [156], SVM [51] and random forest [215] have been employed for medical applications. However, these models do not deal with high-dimensional EHRs. The massive, irregular and complex nature of this data [219] requires a powerful modeling techniques that can discover and take into account complex nonlinear interactions among variables (i.e., a time series mixed-type and multimodal data packed in irregular intervals) [162], [117].

DL is a ML technique that provides high performance prediction results in various application areas.

The advantage of DL is its ability to analyze EHRs since it addresses the major challenges of EHR such as variable-size discrete inputs, irregular timing...). However, one of the recurring criticisms of DL algorithms is their lack of interpretability for users. Although it is known that information is abstracted by the different hidden layers, the problem lies in the interpretation of DL to explain predictions.

To classify works that address DL in healthcare, we can consider two different criteria: the kind of the used model and the interpretability.

As the list of works focusing on clinical applications resulting from recent advances in deep EHR learning remains wide, we will present a certain number of works that we have found interesting and reflecting the diversity of the problems addressed. This study of state of the art was carried out between 2015 and 2019. Table 3.1 summarizes the main selected approaches of DL for EHRs and illustrates their main characteristics in terms of the used model, considered features, task, interpretability and Attention mechanism (defined in section 2.2.3 of the chapter 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Used model</th>
<th>Considered features</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>interpretability</th>
<th>Attention mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor AI</td>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ICD-9), procedures (CPT), medications (GPI)</td>
<td>Prediction of the medical codes in future visits and the duration until next visit</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med2vec</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ICD-9), procedures (CPT), medications (NDC)</td>
<td>Prediction of the medical codes in previous/future visits</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepr</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ACS), procedures (ACHI)</td>
<td>Hospital Re-admission Prediction</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCare</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ICD-10), procedures (ACHI), medications (ATC)</td>
<td>Disease progression, unplanned readmission prediction</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepPatient</td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>Demographic variables, diagnoses (ICD-9), medications, procedures, lab tests, free-text clinical notes</td>
<td>Multi-outcome Prediction</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETAIN</td>
<td>MLP / RNN</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ICD-9), procedures (CPT), medications (GPI)</td>
<td>Heart failure prediction</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble model</td>
<td>RNN / FFNN</td>
<td>Demographics, provider orders, diagnoses, procedures, medications, laboratory values, vital signs, flow-sheet data, free-text medical notes</td>
<td>Inpatient mortality, 30-day unplanned readmission, long length of stay, diagnoses</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>ICD-9 diagnosis, procedures, medications</td>
<td>Predicting patients’ future health information</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient2Vec</td>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Sequence of multiple medical codes</td>
<td>Hospitalization prediction</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepsofa</td>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Admissions variables, Demographics variables</td>
<td>Illness severity assessment</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAM</td>
<td>RNN / Ontology</td>
<td>Diagnoses (ICD-9), admissions variables</td>
<td>Heart failure prediction task</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Some deep approaches properties
3.2.1 Used model

Many DL architectures (e.g., feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), convolutional neural networks (CNN), and recurrent neural networks (RNN)), have been employed for treating EHRs.

Fully connected feed-forward neural networks

Unlike RNNs where the connections between the nodes form cycles, Fully connected feed-forward neural networks (FC-FFNN) \cite{12} refer to neural networks where the information moves in only one direction: from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes to the output nodes like MLP, autoencoder...

(a) Multilayer Perceptron

In the literature, MLP has been used for healthcare. Med2Vec \cite{61} have used MLP model for learning concept and patient visit representations. The proposed model used medical codes and demographic information as input to predict the medications of the visits and the neighboring visits in a context window. Authors in \cite{32} have used a DMLP to predict future risk with a certain probability. The proposed model extracts the relevant features for the prediction by adding L1 and L2 regularization \cite{119} to the objective function. To validate their approach, the authors use three public datasets for two-class problem: Wisconsin Breast Cancer, SaHeart and Pima Indians Diabetes. Thus, they have showed that the number of selected features reflects the result of MLP classifier. In \cite{12}, authors utilized a MLP in order to predict the delivery type of pregnant women. They show good experimental results on small EHR dataset but did not compare their approach to other ML algorithms.

(b) Autoencoders

Some approaches used a non-supervised learning model (such as Autoencoders) to learn low-dimensional representation of EHR. EHRs are considered complex since they contain high dimensional, temporal, mixed-type and multimodal data packed in irregular timestamps, that’s why, it is necessary to build high level representation in order to make their use more simple by others classifiers. Miotto et al. \cite{182} proposed to learn deep patient representations from the EHRs for training a feature extractor using a three-layer Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDA). They applied this novel representation on disease risk prediction and used Random forest as classifier. The evaluation was performed on a dataset containing approximately 4.2 million (deidentified) patients. The dataset was generated from the Mount Sinai Health data. The results showed that the deep representation leads to significantly better predictions. Nezhad et al. \cite{190} used stacked autoencoders to learn high level representation of patient in order to predict the risk factors for heart damage from a subgroup of African and American population that had high risk of cardiovascular disease. In \cite{229}, authors compared four unsupervised DL architectures: Stacked sparse autoencoders, Adversarial autoencoders, variational autoencoders and deep belief network on small and large EHR datasets. They showed in their experiments that stacked sparse autoencoders are preferable for small datasets due to sparsity regularization while variational autoencoders outperform the other architectures for large datasets due to their ability to learn distributions representation.

Convolutional Neural Network

CNN is also used to predict future clinical events by modeling the EHR as a temporal matrix where the horizontal dimension represents time, and the vertical dimension corresponds to medical events. CNN was used in in the work \cite{57} to predict congestive heart failure and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. The proposed architecture is composed of four-layer CNN. EHR matrices are fed into the first layer. Phenotypes are extracted from the first layer in the convolution layer. The convolution operator is applied on the time dimension. Significant phenotypes are retained due to max pooling layer which introduces sparsity on the detected phenotypes. Nguyen et al. present Deepr [192], a DL system that learns extracting features from medical records in order to predict medical risk for the patient. Deepr is a multi-layered architecture based on CNNs. It treats the irregularities of EHRs. Deepr can identify regular clinical motifs of irregular data. First, medical record with multiple visits (diagnosis, procedure) are sequenced into phrases separated by spatial "words" that corresponds to time-gaps. Then words are embedded into continuous vectors. In the convolution layer, local word vectors are convoluted to detect local motifs. Finally, Deepr derives a global feature vector using the pooling layer and applies a linear classifier to predict a future disease risk.

Suo et al. [259] proposed a Time-fusion CNN to learn patient representations and measure similarity among patients based on their historical records for disease prediction. First, they used a fully connected layers to embed each visit representation into a vector space. This allows to reduce feature dimensions. Then, they segmented the patient embedding matrix into several subframes. A one-side convolution and pooling are applied for each subframe to capture the sequential relation across adjacent visits. To obtain a global vector representation, a weighted average of the obtained vector representation of each subframe is computed. After this step, a similarity is learned. The resulting similarity scores are then used for disease prediction. Xiaozheng et al. [163] proposed a DL framework for diagnosis prediction for pediatric Chinese EHRs. In this approach, a CNN is combined to Natural Language Processing (NLP). Unlike previous works, authors extracted knowledge from text. The framework is composed of three parts: word segmentation, word embedding and model training. First, authors generated the vector representation from medical dictionary which has been collected from EHRs. Then, they adopted Word2vec [203] in word embedding to construct the word vector representation of EHRs. Finally, the diagnosis with EHR data were fed into a CNN model for training. They have tested their framework by using different models including CNN models, RNN models and CNN-RNN hybrid architecture. The authors demonstrated that one-layer CNN performs best among CNNs with more than one layer with an average of accuracy and F1-score up to 81%.

Recurrent Neural Networks

RNNs are among the most powerful models which can process a sequence of inputs and retain its state while processing the next state. Among the approaches that used RNN, we can cite Pham et al. [199] which employed LSTM to exploit its ability to model long-term dependencies in sequences. The particularity of the proposed approach, called Deepcare, lies in the possibility of temporal parameterization which allows to model the dynamics of each disease. DeepCare addressed several challenges: variable-size, discrete inputs, confounding interactions between disease progression and intervention, and irregular timing. The learning phase was carried out using data from an Australian hospital. Pham et al. were able to achieve 79% and 74% accuracy in predicting unplanned readmission for diabetic patients (within 12 months) and for patients with mental disorders (within three months), respectively.

The system proposed by Lipton et al. [165] uses EHRs from patients who have passed through intensive care units. This service presents a wide variety of different patient profiles. The LSTM is used to model sequential clinical data and to classify diagnoses. Authors validated LSTM on multilabel classification of diagnosis by considering different pathologies. Meanwhile, Doctor AI [60] intended to predict the diagnoses of the next visit, the treatments corresponding to the predicted symptoms, and the date of the next visit. A sequence of pairs (event, time) is embedded into a GRU network. At each point in time, the hidden units’ weights are taken as the patient representation at that point in time. From this representation, Doctor AI can model and predict future patient status. It can learn efficient patient representation from a large amount of patient records and predict future events of patients. The performance of Doctor AI increases in proportion to the number of visits observed for the same patient. The results showed a sensitivity of 79.5% demonstrating the ability of the model to satisfactorily predict future diseases.
Authors in [16] have employed LSTM which uses expert features and contextual embedding of clinical concepts for predicting 30-day unscheduled readmission risk at each visit. Generated visit representations from human and machine-derived features are fed sequentially into the LSTM for training. In this work, authors addressed the class imbalance problem by using Cost-sensitive classification which aims to encode the penalty of misclassifying samples from a particular (minority) class [274] by embedding a cost matrix in the loss function. The framework has shown good results when using real data from over 7500 hospitalized patients in Sweden.

Models combination

Rather than building one model and hoping this model is the best/most accurate predictor some authors choose to combine different ML algorithms to improve ML results. A CNN was combined with other DL models to better treat medical data. As an example, we can cite the work proposed by Lauritsen et al. [160]. In their work, authors present a scalable DL approach for early sepsis detection on the heterogeneous data set that includes hospitalizations both within and outside of the medical centers. The model is structured as a CNN, followed by a LSTM also known as a CNN-LSTM model [84]. First, the model projects the sparse inputs into dense 1000-dimensional vectors, reducing the dimensionality for the following convolutional layer. Short-term temporal developments for a patient are then captured in the model by a stack of CNNs. Finally, the model captures the key factors and interactions from long-term temporal data by feeding the output from the convolutional blocks into an LSTM layer that incrementally builds up a representation of the temporal inputs and continually predicts an output.

Similarly, Landi et al. [158] have proposed ConvAE which combines CNN and autoencoders to process heterogeneous EHRs and generate patient representations by transforming patient trajectories into low-dimensional vectors. The learning model is based on word embeddings. First, an autoencoder is used to derive vector-based patient representations from a huge heterogeneous EHR. Then, using a CNN, ConvAE integrated the temporal aspects of patient data. Authors have shown that the generated patient representations by ConvAE lead to clinically meaningful insights.

Zhang et al. [289] have introduced an approach for patient subgrouping by using three different kinds of ML algorithms: Autoencoder, RNN and kNN. First, they divided the clinical data into two groups: non-time series data and time series data. An autoencoder was used to learn patients’ representations from non-time series data, and a RNN based Autoencoder was used to extract representations from time series data and capture the time irregularity. Finally, a weighted k-means method was introduced to subgroup patients with the pairwise representations. The proposed approach has shown good results in patient subgrouping when using real medical datasets.

3.2.2 Deep interpretable models in healthcare

Healthcare, a critical application area, requires understanding the automatic learning algorithms used as a decision support tool. This plays a fundamental role in understanding and implementing human-machine collaboration and limiting resistance to digital change. Interpreting models can generate a new point of view or analysis with high added value for the decision maker. Thus, an intelligible explanation of the mechanism and the results of the neural network can be a diagnostic and analytical tool for the operator in charge of the decision.

Previous works employed different strategies to develop explainable deep models for medical prediction. We focus particularly on the attention mechanism and rule extraction from the network.

Interpretation based on attention

Attention in DL can be broadly interpreted as a vector of importance weights to infer elements that contribute the most to the prediction. Attention mechanism in DL was used in healthcare. Ma et al. [170] have proposed Dipole, a model based bidirectional RNNs which can predict
patients’ future health information. Dipole exploits the ability of bidirectional recurrent neural networks which keep in memory the information of both the past and the future visits. To interpret the prediction results and to better represent information from all visits, Dipole introduced three attention mechanisms: location-based, general, and concatenation-based. These mechanisms calculate the attention weights for all the prior visits of each patient, capture the correlations between different visits and provide the importance of each visit for the prediction. Thus, Dipole can interpret the prediction results and the learned medical code representations. One of the recent DL models applied to medical data that both harnesses the performance of RNNs and preserves interpretability is RETAIN (REverse Time AttentIoN) developed by Edward Choi and al. [63] to predict outpatient heart failure. RETAIN can interpret visit and variable importance by using two RNNs and a two-level neural attention model to generate two sets of attention weights and to process sequential data. It calculates the attention weights for a visit at a given time, using the medical information in the current visit and the hidden state of the RNN at the same time point, to predict the visit at the next time point. As an improvement of RETAIN, Kwon et al [157] produced an interactive visual interface named RetainVis, that offers insights into how individual medical codes contribute to making risk predictions. RetainVis improves interpretability as well as interactivity of RETAIN and helps users to explore realworld EMRs, gain insights, and generate new hypotheses. A GRU with hierarchical attention called GRNN-HA [245] was proposed for mortality prediction. Like RETAIN, the proposed model can calculate two levels of attention: attention weights for medical codes and attention weights for patient visits. The first attention level is introduced into the GRU when embedding medical records to enable the model to pay more attention to efficient codes. Similarly, the second attention is introduced in the visit-level to focus more on the visits that contribute more to the prediction. Shickel et al. [250] have proposed DeepSOFA for illness severity. DeepSOFA leverages temporal measurements by using a GRU and self-attention to highlight the most important visits when formulating the mortality prediction. At each time point, after embedding EHR, the model learns to distribute its internal “attention” by assigning weights to all preceding time points. The attention scores are then used to determine and visualize the severity of the time series patterns. Zhang et al. [287] have proposed Patient2Vec, a framework that compresses the entire patient EHR into a complete vector representation and learns an interpretable and personalized deep representation of EHR data. Patient2Vec used GRU and self-attention to predict the future risk of hospitalization. First, the model learns vector representations of the medical codes containing words by using word2vec approach [203]. Then, a self-attention mechanism is employed for training the network to learn the weights. The learned weights are aggregated into one vector to provide a comprehensive representation. Finally, a logistic regression layer uses vector representation of a patients for the prediction of outcome. Patient2Vec can not only outperform the baseline methods and produce a vector space with meaningful structure but also visualize and interpret the learned feature importance. Unlike previous works, Kaji et al. [146] applied an attention mechanism at the level of input variables, then used LSTM in order to predict daily sepsis, vancomycin antibiotic, myocardial infarction, and administration over two week patient intensive care unit (ICU) courses in the MIMIC-III dataset. They demonstrated that Attention improves the degree of interpretability to clinicians and makes DL approaches more flexible. Choi et al. [62] have proposed a GRaph-based Attention Model, called GRAM for healthcare representation learning. The proposed model is different from what we have cited above. In fact, GRAM used medical ontologies and a RNN to model patient visits. First, it supplements EHR with hierarchical knowledge represented by medical ontologies. Based on the data volume and the ontology structure, GRAM represented a medical concept as a combination of its ancestors in the ontology via an attention mechanism. Unlike other methods, the medical concept representations learned by GRAM are well aligned with the medical ontology. GRAM exhibits intuitive attention behaviors by adaptively generalizing to higher level concepts when facing data insufficiency at the lower level concepts.
Interpretation based on rule extraction

Rule extraction from neural networks (NNs) is one of the techniques that allows to interpret and imitate the NNs behavior. However, there are only few applications that address this issue in the medical field.

Authors in [244] extracted rules from a MLP with small number connections and hidden unit activations. First, they removed the redundant connections and units from the model. Using a clustering algorithm, they sub-grouped the hidden unit activation values into a small number of clusters. Then based on the clustered hidden unit activation values, the network outputs a classification rules that involve the input attributes. Extracted rules from the breast cancer diagnosis problem achieve more than 95 % in term of accuracy rate on both the training dataset and the test dataset and explains the network outputs in terms of the input attributes of the data.

In [78], the authors have proposed a rule extraction algorithm from neural networks called ExTree. The algorithm has been trained on medical datasets for (diabetes, hepatitis, primary tumor, and heart datasets) for classification problems. ExTree can map and discover complex relationships between inputs and outputs. First, ExTree extracts a DT from the NN. Then, it generates from the decision tree an "if-then" rules.

3.2.3 Discussion

Recent works that treats EHRs for prediction tasks have some limitations.

First, they use either only personal features [26], [115] or clinical features [97]. The former discards a huge proportion of information in each patient’s record, while the latter ignores knowledge and guidelines coming from human intelligence. Comorbidity features is another important information that can be considered for the clinical prediction. Comorbidities refer to the presence of one or more disorders that occur at the same time as a primary disease. This kind of information has an important implications for treatment and prevention. Previous studies have used different predictive variables, but to the best of our knowledge, analysis is lacking on the combined effect of the different types of factors.

Secondly, with the development of the ML, the explanation of the classification results has become a necessity, especially in healthcare. In fact, interpretability in ML models allow medical experts to make reasonable decisions and to provide personalized decisions that can ultimately lead to higher quality of service in healthcare. Not all applications-based ML techniques for healthcare make balance between performance and interpretability of the predictive model. The use of non-interpretable ("black box") techniques achieves a good prediction results but do not provide explanation behind prediction.

Thirdly, DL models are obtained from training large amount of data. This purely data-driven learning may induce contradictory results that can be uninterpretable. Injecting prior knowledge in DNNs is desirable to guide the learning step of models and reduce their non-interpretability. Until then, few presented applications were intended for the use of injecting prior knowledge.

Though, these studies have independently shown improved performance on various prediction tasks. To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach that addresses the limitations mentioned above simultaneously.

In this project, we proposed a medical support system that advances state of the art in several ways. First, our system integrates clinical data, personal data and comorbidity data and studies their impact according to the prediction task. Second, compared to the recent DL methods focusing on predicting medical events, our system can provide an understandable prediction to the decision maker. With this information about the rationale behind the model, the doctor will be empowered to trust the model or not. In addition, prior knowledge can be injected to avoid contradictory results and include medical knowledge in decision making process. Lastly but not least, unlike most of the existing methods, we can predict not only the optimal treatment but also the date of the next visit and then allow patient to be notified when necessary. So, the system can be intended for the use of not only for the medical expert, but also for the patients to look at their state of health and notify them of abnormal situations. In the literature we have not found enough works using rule extraction from DL for healthcare. This is what we will try
to propose in our medical support system to introduce interpretability for the user.

3.3 Multiagent systems and Argumentation in medicine

Several works have been carried out by reconciling MASs and medical field on the one hand and argumentation and the medical field on the other hand, more particularly in decision support systems. This will therefore be the subject of the following subsections.

3.3.1 Multiagent systems and healthcare

A large amount of works is interested in the properties of MASs meeting many needs of computer systems related to health. The medical world is well known for its complexity and an environment like the hospitals is, every day, the theater of an incalculable number of actions and interactions on the part of the actors (Patient, Doctor, Administration, etc.). Another important detail is that, despite the protocols and procedures put in place in the healthcare setting to standardize processes, unknown and human factors add a complexity and unpredictability to the system. The advantage of using agents, representing different actors of the environments, is that it allows to effectively represent and visualize the state of the system. In addition, the agent’s autonomy allows to observe the evolution of the state of the system without the need to intervene or to have domain knowledge. The objectives of MASs turn out to be particularly varied, which makes it adapted to various applications.

To offer a clear vision of the variety of MASs in medicine, we will take up, in part, the classification based on the medical sub-domains. Below, we cite the main sub-domains with brief description:

- Decision support systems: this category applies some type of data analysis techniques (for example ML) and also might often provide support to the decision maker;
- Data management systems: these systems focus mainly on health data representation, extraction, organization, storage, and presentation;
- Monitoring and assistive systems: includes systems designed for automated patient monitoring remotely, and patient self-care;
- Planning and resource management: the management focuses on planning medical processes, monitoring of staff and performance measurement, patient health monitoring, hospital, and clinical resources management;
- Privacy and security for healthcare applications: security and privacy are a priority in this kind of systems, given the sensitivity of the information being handled.

Authors in [137] [138] and [48] provide a detailed overview based on medical domain about the involvement of MAS in medical or health care domain.

Decision support systems

Decision support systems can take many forms but all aim to provide support medical to personnel in the various decision-making processes. Some systems are implemented to provide elements such as similar records of the patient to support physicians in the decision-making process such as MYCIN [269] and DXPLAIN [23]. MYCIN [269] is the first designed computer-based consultation system which aims to assist physicians in the diagnosis of the therapy selection for patients with bacterial infections. Moreover, MYCIN provide an explanation which can justify the provided advice or decision. DXPLAIN [23] is another decision-making systems developed at the hospital of Massachusettss. It aims to predict diagnosis by considering disease signs, laboratories tests and the symptoms. The system was evaluated with a dataset containing more than 4500 clinical signs which are associated with more than 2000 different diseases.
Others rely on tools like ML techniques to provide answers and accelerate decision-making. The definition of the procedure to follow according to the place in the workflow of the patient and the doctor can also be subject to a decision support tool. Singh et al. [254] proposed a system called Healthcare Intelligent Assistant. The clinicians can use this system to solve medical cases. Based on the use of what authors call "case-based format" through agents, the user can capture the experiential knowledge of clinicians. Agents are made up of the past experiences of different clinicians. The final decision comes from aggregating the experiences of different clinicians into a large response for the user.

HealthAgents [116] is an agent-based system for diagnosing brain tumors. The "user’s agent" communicates with "classifying agents" each located in different medical centers. The data is not identical in these centers. Therefore, the classifiers have a unique point of view on the offered case. "Classifying agents" are invoked to classify cases. Various factors that contribute to the classifier choice are used to rank the results. The practitioner only must interpret the decision and assesses the confidence associated with each of provided decision.

The main applications based MASs in the medical field were destinated to the doctors to support them in the decision-making process. For example, authors in [283] have introduced a model of multiagent diagnosis helping system (MADHS). The system uses four different kinds of agents: Coordinator, Specialists, Examiners, and Joint Decision Maker. It uses coordination and negotiation among agents to provide a diagnosis for a patient.

Data management systems

Data management systems aim to facilitate actions relating to data, such as preprocessing and retrieval. Due to the virtual and distributed nature of EHRs, the multiagent context is perfectly in accordance with this property. An example of such a system is the MAID system (MultiAgent System for Integration of Data) [75] developed by Cruz-Correia et al. The proposed system consists of several agents whose objective is to integrate the data provided by the various systems inherited from the hospital and aggregate them into an EHR. The files are stored in a central repository which can be accessed by users. These various agents constantly ensure that the information are made available to users is up to date. If an information requested by a user is not presented on the repository, then the agents organize one another to expedite the arrival of the information to the user. In another context, the CHIS (Context-aware Hospital Information System) [226] provides a ubiquitous system of information for the entire hospital. This makes it possible for practitioners and nurses to have access to basic services such as access and information sharing between staff members. But it is also possible, depending on the individual’s authorization level, to observe the location of equipment and personnel through locator agents.

Monitoring and assistive systems

Monitoring and alarm systems are placed in a context where patients must be observed permanently, such as in geriatric services or with heart failure. Rather, these systems are integrated into hospital infrastructures, where staff cannot devote their time to observing a single patient. These systems are therefore based on the use of sensors, which continuously record information of the patient and identify any abnormalities.

Kafali et al. produced $COMMODITY_{12}$ system [145], which is dedicated to healthcare professionals for diabetic patients. $COMMODITY_{12}$ is based on patient physiological data that is collected through various portable devices. This information is then submitted to the judgment of expert agents, which analyze this information based on medical knowledge. Expert agents provide recommendations and warnings to the patient to inform him/her of his situation. These agents can also communicate with healthcare professionals to get help if needed. The care platform systems overlap some of its objectives with monitoring and alarm systems in that they often use sensors to perform diagnostics on the patient’s state of health. However, the specificity of this approach compared to others lies in the fact that this system is placed in a very personal
context since it fits into the daily life at the patient’s home. Thus, agents promote telemedicine by allowing remote monitoring of the patient by the practitioner or by allowing the setting up of remote visits by physicians. Su et al. [257] apply this concept to the observation of distant fetal development. This approach allows the pregnant woman to be able to obtain information about the fetus when she wishes it without having to move (therefore to tire). This is also true for the obstetrician who can easily keep an eye on all patients.

In the same context of assistance at home, authors in [172] have proposed GAAMAAA (Generating Automatically an Adaptive Multiagent system for Ambient Assistive Applications), a system that aids suffering person maintained at home. The person should be equipped with a connected objects and may be including a robot. Each agent encapsulates information’s coming from a connected object. The agents have been generated automatically. This makes their interaction dynamic. This work is an improvement of the COALAA project [1] where a personal assistance ontology includes a description of the installed connected objects as well as the knowledge about the person’s profile.

Personal Agents (PAs) have been used as assistants to help users in their daily activities. Few works use PAs in the healthcare domain, where they can assist medical experts’ activities and reduce medical errors. In this context, authors in [188] have proposed one of the first works that integrates personal agents and cognitive services for the prediction of the risk of shock in the next 15 minutes, and provides alerts in case of high risk to medical experts. The model enhances Belief-Desire-Intention agents reasoning with advanced cognitive capabilities to empower the reasoning capabilities of the agents and reduce medical errors. Authors have integrated the proposed model in the care path of trauma resuscitation, stepping forward to the Smart Hospitals.

Authors in [235] have proposed an Internet of Things (IoT) platform called AMBRO, which contains an intelligent cloud system layer. The platform allows to collect information about heart rate, the user/patient location and possible fall detection. Personal agents learn on data acquired by the system and act by sending notification alerts to caretakers.

Planning and resource management systems

Planning systems use agents to define and facilitate the emergence of an optimized organization of schedules and/or resources. The criteria for this optimization can be varied based on budgetary considerations, staff preferences, location of equipment, etc. CAMAP (Context-Aware MultiAgent Planning) developed by Ferrando et al. [102] is a system taking advantage of the autonomy and intelligence of the agents composing it. When an agent comes up with a plan, the agents of the whole system clearly articulate their opinions for judgment by their peers. Thus, the negotiation process begins. Each of the agents involved in the negotiation process is then free to present arguments or counterarguments against the proposed course of action. The most important capacity of the agents presented in this work is their capacity to give up and modify their behaviors by considering the context of the negotiation and arguments of other agents.

Simulation-oriented systems have also been used for providing tools that simulate the functioning of an environment. From these simulations, it is then possible to observe faults or isolate the causes of malfunction in the system. The objective is to somehow diagnose the simulation to improve the real situation it emulates. Silverman et al. [252] investigated such an approach to study the mental health and well-being of the people of Philadelphia. The agents of the simulation are defined by motivations and a state (including psychological, physiological, and socio-economic state) evolving over time, which influence the actions performed. The goal is to allow better allocation of hospital’s resources for better patient monitoring and minimization of the risk of hospitalization. The results take the form of new instructions and work practices to achieve the objectives.

Simulating the spread of a virus in an emergency department allows to study different scenarios in detail and to be able to put in place appropriate infection control protocols. Laskowski et al. [159] underline the fact that the multiagent paradigm brings new elements in the understanding of how propagation works, notably with counter-intuitive facts that would not have been brought
to light in normal times.

Privacy and security for healthcare applications

Finally, the last aspect focuses on the implementation of secure systems. The evolution in a distributed paradigm indeed requires the presence of a certain number of constraints, especially in the medical world. Therefore, a system must always be available since a failure can have serious consequences for staff and patients. On the other hand, security and privacy must be a priority given the sensitivity of the information being handled. The multiagent paradigm naturally brings specific constraints such as the presence of malicious agents or the implementation of secure protocols for agent’s communications. Isern and Moreno [138] address the problem of the relatively small number of works focusing on the implementation of secure systems. Many systems are offered without guarantee from a safety point of view either because of technical constraint or by omission. Among this little state of the art, we will mention some recent application of Intelligent Multiagent Based Systems For E-Healthcare Security according to a recent study by Khan et al. [151].

Discussion

In recent years, MASs have become a growing subject of research to solve the limitations in the medical domain which is a huge environment distinguished by its common and distributed characteristics. In this subsection, we have shown how MASs have been incorporated in the medical field to solve various kinds of medical problems. The present work belongs to decision support systems since our objective is to predict medical diagnoses and the date of the next visit. Decision support systems described above can be classified into three sub-categories: the patient-centered approach, the personal-centered approach, and the organization-centered approach. The first aims to provide tools and services directly to the patients, often with an emphasis on personalizing the care they receive. The second concerns systems that support staff in carrying out their daily tasks, often taking the form of a personal assistant. The third aims to provide the tools necessary for an organization to simulate and improve its functioning in general.

Unlike existing works, our framework will be intended for not only the use of medical expert but also for the patient because this latter needs to seek tools to look at his health and get notified in case of abnormal situations.

Thanks to their robustness, reliability and capacity for distributed processing, representation and reasoning, MASs are a powerful tool for distributed diagnostics. However, MAS need to use another discipline to obtain predictive analysis from data for a specific purpose. Decision support systems utilize knowledge base (KB) and apply some type of data analysis techniques such as ML, pattern recognition algorithms, and might often use knowledge inference techniques. For our case, we will use DL algorithms to exploit their effectiveness to handle with EHRs challenges and to provide good prediction results.

Our goal is to develop a multiagent architecture incorporating ML models to meet the needs of doctors and patients with Hypertension. The advantage of this approach is that it offers a system which can predict clinical events. For complicated tasks such as decision support, the integration of learning algorithms within the agents is an ideal solution to exploit the medical data of patients waiting to be used. This data contains important information on the profile of each patient and can be used to personalize their care. Our system would allow physicians to take this aspect into account and better adapt decisions to the profiles of patients. To exploit the adaptation and reasoning distribution capacities of MASs to introduce intelligence into the way of using learning algorithms, we opted to use Argumentation. In recent years, many researches have focused on argumentation theory as a method of integrating knowledge into the field of data mining. Several approaches have been proposed to integrate the argumentation to MASs and learning algorithms. Unlike most of existing works which use argumentation as an
3.3.2 Argumentation and healthcare

Clinical reasoning is a complex phenomenon invariably defined in terms of the cognitive processes that healthcare professionals use to analyze and interpret a patient’s medical information with reference to their prior knowledge and experience. Today clinical practices fall within the therapeutic and diagnostic fields and are defined in terms of diagnostic, management, and advisory skills. Diagnosis, management, and advice are each characterized by primary communication objectives. Therefore, arguments are used to generate the reasons that support the communicative goals associated with the essential skills of clinical practice [113].

Argumentation theory has been applied in the medical domain to make decisions with clear reasons supporting them based on the given data, the prior knowledge or clinical trials from guidelines. In this thesis, we plan to design a support medical decision system which combines ML and argumentation. The system uses structured argumentation based on if then rules and is able to integrate prior knowledge that’s why we are interested in three aspects:

- Argumentation based guidelines;
- Argumentation based schemes;
- Argumentation based ML;

Table 3.2 shows the characteristics of the some approaches based on argumentation in healthcare.

Table 3.2: Some aproaches based argumentation properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Knowledge base</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Arguments building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hunter’s framework</td>
<td>Inference rules from clinical guidelines</td>
<td>Representing and synthesizing clinical trials involving multiple outcome indicators</td>
<td>Aggregation of three clinical guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSULT</td>
<td>Logic rules</td>
<td>Supporting Patients in Self-Managing their Chronic Conditions</td>
<td>Official guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyras’s framework</td>
<td>Rule-based deductions</td>
<td>Resolving conflicts among guideline recommendations</td>
<td>Combination of patient’s EHR with clinical guideline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCN2</td>
<td>&quot;if-then&quot; Rules</td>
<td>Severe bacterial infections in geriatric population</td>
<td>Learning examples and prior knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiliam’s framework</td>
<td>Logic rules</td>
<td>Breast Cancer Prognosis</td>
<td>Relationships amongst variables and prior knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArgMed</td>
<td>Argumentation schemes</td>
<td>Analyse clinical discussions and justify the final decision</td>
<td>Exchange of views among healthcare professionals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Argumentation based guidelines

In hospitals, national guidelines included in the Therapeutic Guide [198] are provided to medical professionals to provide the best care to patients. Guidelines include the procedures and the recommendations that deal with diverse clinical situations and guarantee the best evidence into best practice by improving diagnostic accuracy, promoting effective therapy, reducing healthcare variations, and discouraging ineffective interventions.

In the literature, a lot of works have used argumentation-based guidelines in healthcare. Authors in [135] have proposed argumentation-based techniques to aggregate the conclusions of various clinical trials and to determine which of two treatments is more effective according to a given situation. They have extracted evidence from clinical guidelines. Thus, arguments and counter-arguments were generated by inference rules for claiming that a treatment is superior to another based on the preference and available rules. Based on treatment indicators and the importance of evidence, arguments attack other arguments. To validate their framework, authors aggregate the evidence undertaken of three clinical guidelines involving 56 items of evidence and 16 treatments. For this purpose, they have used a structured argumentation formalism based preferences, semantics of grounded [88] and preferred extensions in order to identify the acceptable arguments. Rather than determining treatment superiority based on clinical guidelines, Cýras et al. [77] focus on resolving conflicts among guideline recommendations when managing multimorbidity’s. They have introduced a framework which considers patient’s preferences to resolve recommendations conflicts. The system combines a patient’s EHR with clinical guideline representation to obtain personalized recommendations. For this purpose, argumentation techniques-based preferences are used to resolve conflicts among recommendations. In addition, the framework can take feedbacks from the decision makers and integrate them. It also aims to explain decisions.

Grando et al. [121] focus on recommendations from a single guideline, rather than reasoning with conflicting recommendations from multiple guidelines. In fact, they have used statements in guideline as arguments then they aggregated confidence of arguments to identify the acceptable ones. The framework includes two kinds of mechanisms: the first one is an argumentation-based decision support system which represents medical decisions and chooses dynamically the most suitable plans to achieve medical goals. The second one consists in specifications related to the medical environment which can be considered before taking decisions. This improves the quality of care. As a case study, they chose to extract arguments from the hypertension guideline which defines the possible treatments to achieve medical goals based on the patient’s condition.

Another work that applies argumentation for reasoning with guidelines and patient’s preferences is CONSULT proposed by Kokciyan et al. [154]. CONSULT is a decision-support framework which aims to resolve conflicts among recommendations. In collaboration with healthcare professionals, CONSULT supports patients to self-manage chronic conditions and adhere to agreed-upon treatment plans. The advantage of CONSULT is that it considers the various preferences of the patient and the clinicians. Like the project presented in [135], Authors have extracted arguments from guidelines. Then, they analyzed arguments to resolve conflicts based on patient/clinician preferences. They also used argument schemes [273] and argumentation semantics to resolve inconsistencies among recommendations. At the end, CONSULT recommends the decisions which are the claims of the justified arguments.

Mayer et al. [175] have designed a system called ACTA to facilitate the work of clinicians in analyzing clinical trials. It consists in going beyond the basic keyword-based search in clinical trial abstracts, and it provides to the clinician the main linked claims and premises stated in the trial. Thus, structured “summary” of the abstract under the form of a graph is provided to the clinician rather than the whole abstract.

Argumentation based schemes

Argumentation scheme [223] [273] is a template that represents a common type of argument. According to Walton [273] argumentation schemes are in the form of premise-conclusion. Each argumentation scheme has a name, a set of premises, a conclusion, and a set of critical questions. Schemes allow to represent knowledge for arguing and explaining by capturing common patterns of reasoning. Argumentation schemes have been used in the medical field.
Works proposed in [4] [263] share the same idea of integrating argumentation with preferences to their support decision systems in order to allow clinicians to construct, exchange and evaluate arguments for and against decisions based on argumentation schemes.

Tolchinsky et al. [263] have used argumentation with preferences in a multiagent deliberation about organ transplantation. To construct arguments and attacks, expert clinicians use argumentation schemes from clinical guidelines. The arguments are then evaluated by a mediator agent to determine their strength. For this purpose, the mediator agent uses preferences over arguments based on the knowledge from clinical guidelines, the knowledge about past transplantations and the experiences of agent’s interactions.

In order to detect conflicts between clinical discussions, the authors in [3], have proposed an approach based on argumentation schemes that analyzes clinical discussions with the aim of fostering the exchange of views among healthcare professionals. They opted for structured representation of reasoning patterns based on the argumentation schemes to interpret the assertions of the participants and to generate a graph of arguments which represents attack relations among them. This approach is based on one of the 25 schemes proposed by Walton [273]. The final graph is used to analyze clinical discussions and find out the conflicting ones or may be to add information.

Authors in [3] continued their study in the same subject to design ArgMed [4] which uses argumentation schemes to justify the final decision. In fact, ArgMed is an interactive system that supports decision making processes occurred during clinical discussions. Authors addressed the problem of not justifying the final decisions because clinical discussions are not documented, and only the final decision is recorded on patient electronic records. Therefore, the justifications for decisions made are not clarified. For this purpose, they suggested to represent discussions in a structured way, to formalize discussions based on a set of argumentation schemes that are considered valid in the medical field, then to identify invalid reasoning steps.

Atkinson et al. [18] have presented their model called DRAMA (Deliberative Reasoning with Arguments about Actions) which is an argumentation-based approach. Arguments are collected from various information sources. The model used argument schemes and multiple knowledge bases. To recommend a treatment based on safety and efficacy, values associated for each argument. Hence, treatments with higher values are recommended regarding a strict partial ordering on the values.

Argumentation based machine learning

The integration of argumentation and ML have been proven to be efficient. Existing approaches that have combined ML and argumentation differ in the way of integration and the medical sub-domain.

Authors in [277] have combined argumentation with Bayesian nets for Breast Cancer Prognosis. They represent knowledge by using logical arguments. Then, they built a Bayesian net by using the prior knowledge and a database. The Bayesian net can capture the probabilistic relationships amongst the features. In their case, argumentation theory has been used to aggregate clinical evidence as well as to provide a qualitative explanation of the prognosis. New arguments are generated based on Causal hypotheses gleaned from the Bayesian net which defines relationship attacks between arguments.

Authors in [286] proposed (ABCN2), inspired by Argument Based ML (ABML) as rule learning from examples which combines ML and argumentation. ABCN2, an argument-based extension of the CN2 rule learning [66], deals with severe bacterial infections in geriatric population. The aim of ABCN2 is to induct rules in argument-based framework for ML. Thus, the framework uses rules that cover the learning examples. Learning examples are guided by arguments for a better prediction result. The expert chooses a subset of learning examples and gives reasons behind the choice of the class for an example in form of arguments. The expert knowledge is passed to specific examples to justify the class. Several examples were generated by the medical doctor and used in the learning process.

In the literature, there is a few works that combine argumentation and ML in healthcare. However, argumentation and ML were combined in other domains. For example, in social media,
Habernal et al. [124] have used DL models to determine relations between arguments. Both bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) associated with an attention mechanism and a convolution layer over the input were used to determine why some arguments are more convincing than others for a given class. Where they focus on determining convincingness, authors in [67] try to identify attack/support arguments’ relationship between two texts. Each input text is fed into a LSTM model, then a vector representation of the text is produced. The two vectors are then merged using various techniques. The final resulting vector is embedded into a softmax classifier, which allows to predict the label for the relation between the two texts.

Discussion

All these works cited above show that the use of argumentation is very effective in the field of health and more particularly in the medical decision-making process. In most works reconciling argumentation and the medical field, arguments are constructed from whether guidelines or from prior knowledge. None of all of them have extracted the arguments automatically from EHR. In this thesis, we extract arguments automatically from classifiers and prior knowledge. To the best of our knowledge, there is no application that combines DL and argumentation for medical decision making. We propose to use argumentation as a strategy for combining DL classifiers. This allows introducing intelligence and interpretability into the system since an understandable decision is provided to the user. Our method differs from traditional methods by the fact that it can provide result explanation and integrate internal classification knowledge in base classifiers rather than only classification results. Moreover, our system allows adding new knowledge and gives the possibility to the doctor to detect and to remove contradictory knowledge.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter allowed us to show the approaches which are related to our project in the literature either in ML, MAS or argumentation in healthcare. We have raised the issues to be resolved in each part. In the literature we have not found enough works that combines argumentation and ML for healthcare. This is what we will try to propose in the coming chapters.
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4.1 Introduction

Our goal is to develop a medical support system based on ML models and multi agents argumentation to meet the needs of doctors and patients. The integration of learning algorithms within the agents is an ideal solution to exploit the medical data of hypertension patients. This data contains important information about each patient’s profile and can be used to personalize their prescription. Our system would allow the doctors to take this aspect into account and better adapt to the needs of patients. This chapter is organized as follows. We first present the motivation behind this work. Then, we describe the general architecture of the system. This part allows to obtain a precise vision of the whole approach in order to better discuss our choices regarding the direction of our work. We present the system by defining potential models that meet our needs, in order to define the first prototype. Once choices are defined, we evaluate our system using different sources and types of data (artificial data, public datasets, real data) at our disposal. Finally, we will discuss our contributions by comparing them to related works.

4.2 Motivation

Machine learning (ML) models can be considered as the best way to produce an automatic personalisation in medicine and treat a large amount of health data which constitute Electronic Health Records (EHRs). We were interested in ensemble methods [196]. Ensemble methods improve ML results by combining different models. Most of research works has focused on the advantages of ensemble methods to improve the performance of algorithms. However, one of their major drawback is their lake of transparency, since no explanation of their decisions has been offered. With the development of the ML in sensitive fields, the explanation of classification results and the ability to introduce domain knowledge inside the learned model have become a necessity. In this thesis, objectives were to add a transparency to deep ensemble method by using multiagents argumentation. Argumentation was used as an ensemble strategy for DL algorithms combination, which is more comprehensible and explicable than traditional ensemble method (such as voting). Meanwhile, by using argumentation, performance classification is improved, internal knowledge can be exploited and it is possible to inject recommendations.

4.3 Architecture

We devote this part to present our support decision system which predicts optimal treatment for each patient, provides result explanation, integrates internal classification knowledge in base classifiers and allows prior knowledge injection. The system proceeds in two main phases: Arguments extraction phase and Multiagent argumentation phase (see Figure 4.1).

4.3.1 Arguments extraction phase

The classifiers are built using bootstrap training samples which are generated from the training dataset. As in bagging ensemble method [46], a bootstrap sample is obtained by a random selection of examples with replacement from the original training dataset.

Deep multilayer network

Deep multilayer network (DMLP) is used as base classifier for the ensemble method. A DMLP consists of an input layer that receives input examples, hidden layers that are fully connected to the previous and the next layers and an output layer that provides the network outputs. In DMLP, activation functions are used to result outputs of real values, usually between 0 and 1 or between -1 and 1. This allows probability-based predictions or classification of items into multiple labels which consists in producing the probabilities of an input example belongs to each class.
Let’s $h^l_i$ the $i^{th}$ neuron of the hidden layer $l$, its activation is defined by: $h^l_i = f(\sum_j w^l_{ji} h^{l-1}_j)$, where $w^l_{ji}$ is the weight of the connection from the $j^{th}$ neuron of the layer $(l-1)$ to the $i^{th}$ neuron of the layer $l$ ($h^0$ represents the input layer) and $f$ is the activation function. For the hidden layers, we used the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) activation function, which gives good results in practice. It is defined as follows: $ReLU(x) = max(0, x)$. We used the softmax activation function for the output layer in order to obtain the probabilities of how likely the input $X = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ belongs to a class $c$. This function is defined by:

$$softmax(h^0_c) = \frac{\exp(h^0_c)}{\sum_l \exp(h^0_l)}$$ (4.1)

To train the DMLP, we used the adam [152] optimizer and the cross-entropy cost function $L$, which is one of the best choices in state-of-the-art implementations. It is defined by:

$$L(Y, O) = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_i \sum_l y_{il} \ln (o_{il})$$ (4.2)

Rules extraction step

Rules extraction step is very important since it allows to explain the predictions and to make the link between the classifiers and the MAS. To extract classification rules from DNNs, we have evaluated one pedagogical approach [74] and one eclectic approach [37]. We have chosen these approaches because they are scalable and adapted to the use of multiple DL algorithms. The extracted classification rules from each classifier constitute a rule base that is associated to the classifier. Each rule base is then embedded in an agent. The form of a classification rule $CR$ is:

$$CR: (pr_1) (pr_i) ... (pr_n) \implies (class(CR) = c, confidence\_score(CR) = s),$$ where $pr_i \in premises(CR)$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) are the premises of the rule $CR$ that the example must satisfy to be classified in $c \in C$ ($C$ is the set of classes). The form of the premise $pr_i$ is defined by $pr_i = (x_i op \alpha_i)$ where $x_i$ is the value of the $i^{th}$ attribute, $\alpha_i$ is a real number and $op$ is an operator. $s$ ($0 \leq s \leq 1$) is a confidence score that is associated to the rule $CR$. This score depends on the number $nc^+_c(CR)$ of examples that are well classified by the rule $CR$. To take into account the fact that most real datasets are unbalanced the number of well classified examples $nc^+_c(CR)$ is divided by the total number of examples $nc_c$ in the class $c$: $confidence\_score(CR) = \frac{nc^+_c(CR)}{nc_c}$

Domain knowledge is also modeled in the form of rules, named expert rules (ERs):

$$ER: (pr_1) (pr_i) ... (pr_n) \implies (class(ER) = c),$$ where $pr_i \in premises(ER)$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) are the
premises of the rule $ER$ that the example must satisfy to be classified in the class $c \in C$ based on the official experts’ knowledge. For example, the $ER_1$ rule below expresses that an official recommendation for hypertension is to prefer the beta blockers ($BB$) treatment for young people:

$$ER_1 : (age < 50) \implies (class(ER_1) = BB).$$

As said earlier, each rule base is encapsulated in an agent. In order to allow injecting prior knowledge in the system, an Expert agent is added for embedding the knowledge base which models prior knowledge provided by domain experts.

### 4.3.2 Multiagent argumentation phase

#### Modelling the argumentation process

Modelling the argumentation process consists in allowing each agent of the MAS to argue for its own prediction against other agents. So, we have focused on dialogical argumentation for the implementation of the argumentation process [222]. More precisely, agents engage in a process of persuasion dialogue [123] since they have to convince other agents that their prediction is better. Through the argumentation process, each agent uses the rules of its embedded rule base to answer to a prediction request and to provide arguments during the argumentation process. Since all the agents are able to participate to the argumentation process by exchanging messages, we have focused on multilateral argumentative dialogues protocols [40]. According to [176], multilateral argumentative dialogue protocol (MADP) is based on several generic rules that have been instantiated in our approach as explained hereafter. Seven communication performatives are used to instanciate the rules of the MADP as follows:

(a) Starting rules: the dialogue starts as soon as the user asks for a prediction. $A_r$ uses the REQUEST performative to broadcast the request for a prediction. The content of the message is: $(X, ?c)$;

(b) Locution rules: an agent $A_i$ sends an information by using the INFORM performative and asks for an information by using the ASK performative;

(c) Commitment rules: two rules are defined. The first one manages the prediction request by using the PROPOSE performative, allowing an agent $A_i$ to propose an opinion by selecting the best rule that matches the request: $R^*_x \in RB^i_x$ such that $\text{confidence} \_\text{score}(R^*_x) = \max \{ \text{confidence} \_\text{score}(R^*_x) \mid R^*_x \in RB^i_x \}$ ($RB^i_x$ is the rule base associated to the agent $A_i$). The second rule allows an agent to declare its defeat by using the DEFEAT performative;

(d) Rules for combination of commitments: three rules for dealing with COUNTER, DISTINGUISH, CHECK performatives are defined. They define how acceptance or rejection of a given argument is performed. $A_c$ uses the COUNTER speech act to attack the argument of $A_m$ (associated to the rule $R^*_m$) by selecting the rule $R^*_x$ such that $\text{confidence} \_\text{score}(R^*_x) > \text{confidence} \_\text{score}(R^*_m)$. $A_e$ uses the DISTINGUISH speech act to attack the opponent’s argument, in case of equality of rule scores of $A_c$ and $A_m$, they use the number of premises in their proposed rules as arguments: If $\text{premise} \_\text{number}(R^*_x) > \text{premise} \_\text{number}(R^*_m)$ then $A_c$ becomes the new Master ($\text{premise} \_\text{number}$ is the number premises of a rule). The expert agent $A_e$ uses the CHECK speech act to check if the proposed rule $R^*_x$ by an agent $A_i$ does not violate the rules $R^*_x \in RB^e$;

(e) Termination rules: the dialogue ends when no agent has a rule to trigger. The performative DEFEAT can be applied here to declare that the agent is defeated.

Moreover, it has been shown in [11] that agent role affect positively the argumentation process. So, in order to organize the dialogue, four distinct agent roles are defined:

(i) Referee: agent which broadcasts the prediction request and manages the argumentation process;
(ii) Master: agent that answers first to the Referee request;
(iii) Challenger: agent that challenges the Master by providing arguments;
(iv) Spectator: agent that does not participate to the argumentation process.

The Referee is an "artifact" agent role that is assigned in a static way. This agent interacts with the user for acquiring the prediction request and collecting the final result.

The argumentation process is performed through agent communication. For that purpose, we adopted speech acts language [241]. Let \( X \) be the input data, where \( X \) is a vector of attributes values \((x_i)_{i=1,...,n}\), \( c \) the class to predict. Three kinds of agent are present in the MAS: \( A_r \) the Referee Agent, \( A_e \) the Expert Agent which embeed the ERs, the agents which embeed the CRs (\( A_m \) is the agent whose role is Master and \( A_c \) the agent whose role is Challenger).

Agents dialogues specification and behavior

The argumentation process begins as soon as the Referee Agent broadcasts a request for a prediction and manages the dialogue process. Each agent produces an opinion by selecting the best rule that matches the request. Once an agent sends its opinion, the Referee Agent sends its proposed opinion to the Expert Agent for verification. Expert Agent checks if the opinion matches with the recommendations, then it sends a message to the Referee Agent to express its acceptance if there is no conflict with the expert knowledge else it sends a rejection. The first agent which offers an accepted opinion becomes the Master. Other agents can challenge the Master by forming a challengers queue; the first participant in the queue is selected by the Referee agent to be a Challenger. All other agents except the Master and the Challenger agents adopt the Spectator role. For each discussed opinion, the agents can produce arguments from their individual knowledge base. When a Master is defeated by a Challenger, the Challenger becomes the new Master, and then can propose a new opinion. It should be noted that the defeated argument of the previous Master can not be used again, the previous Master can only produce a new argument to apply for Master once more. Otherwise, if a Challenger is defeated, the next participant in the Challengers queue is selected as the new Challenger, and the argumentation continues. If all challengers are defeated, the Master wins the argumentation and the Master’s winning rule is considered as the prediction of the system. If there is no agent applying for the Master role, the argumentation is stopped. Since the number of arguments produced by the participants is finite and the defeated arguments can not be allowed to use repeatedly, the termination of the argumentation process is guaranteed. As we will see in the scenario illustration section, the output of the MAS contains not only the winning prediction and its explanation, but also the whole dialogue path which led to the result.

4.4 Experimental results

Ensemble Learning algorithms have advanced many fields and produced usable models that can improve productivity and efficiency. However, since we do not really know how they work, their use, specifically in medical problems is problematic. We illustrate here how our approach can help both physicians and patients to be more informed about the reasons of the prediction provided by the system. For this purpose, we evaluated our approach using artificial dataset, public datasets and real dataset.

4.4.1 Experimentation using artificial data

In this section, we describe our dataset and present the experimental results which allow to validate our approach using an artificial data.

Dataset description

We have used a specific dataset that is a realistic virtual population (RVP) [173] with the same age, sex and cardiovascular risk factors profile than the French population aged between 35 and
64 years old. It is based on official French demographic statistics and summarized data from representative observational studies. Moreover, a temporal list of visits is associated to each individual. For the current experiments, we have considered 40000 individuals monitored for hypertension during 10 visits per individual. Each visit contains: the Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP), the Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP), class hypertension treatment, number of treatment changes etc. For hypertension treatment, 6 major classes of drugs have been considered: Alpha Blockers (AB), Calcium Antagonist (CA), Beta Blockers (BB), ACE Inhibitors (ICE), Diuritics (DI) and Sartans (SAR). The data of the RVP have been used to predict the treatment changing with our MAS, following the steps described in the precedent sections. In order to launch the experimentations, the MAS is built by encapsulating each rule base in an agent.

Scenarios illustration

We deal with an argumentative view of decision making, thus focusing on the issue of justification for the best decision to be made in each situation. Such an approach has indeed some obvious benefits. On the one hand, not only the best choice is suggested to the user, but also the reasons of this recommendation can be provided in an easy-to-understand format. On the other hand, such an approach to decision making can inject recommended knowledge given by a domain expert. Two scenarios illustrate the argumentation process: the first without domain knowledge injection and in the second, we have injected few medical recommendations.

(a) Scenario 1 without prior knowledge injection: here we use three DMLPs. The architecture of DMLPs was determined empirically. The retained architecture contains two hidden layers, it consists of 22 input neurons, 22 neurons in the first hidden layer, 20 in the second hidden layer, 6 output neurons (five neurons representing the drug classes and one neuron representing the patients with no treatment). The DMLPs was trained for 1500 epochs. Each DMLP generates is built using one bootstrap sample. We extracted knowledge bases from the three DMLPs using the eclectic rule extraction approach proposed in [37]. Extracting rules from neural networks allows to give an overview of the logic of the network and to improve, in some cases, the capacity of the network to generalize the acquired knowledge. Rules are very general structures that offer a form easy to understand when finding the right class for an example. Table 4.1 shows the properties of the three rule bases extracted from the three DMLPs in terms of number of rules per base, examples per rule, premises and premises per rule. For example the rule base $RB^1$ contains 182 extracted rules, it uses in total 96 different premises, the average number of premises per rule is about 7.7 and the average number of examples per rule is about 652.7. Each rule base is then embedded in an agent. The rules are thus considered as individual knowledge of the agents. When a prediction is requested, instead of predicting the treatment class by majority voting like in classical ensemble methods, each agent uses a rule, which matches the request, to argue with other agents in the MAS in order to provide the best prediction for the current request. The process of argumentation executes as described in previous section. This is illustrated in the following example.

Let be $p_1$ a patient that is described by the following attributes: $p_1: [\text{age} = 64|\text{sex} = \text{female}]|\text{Visit}_0: \text{SBP} = 132.2, \text{DBP} = 79.5]|\text{Visit}_1: \text{SBP} = 125.3, \text{DBP} = 87.1]|\text{Visit}_2: \text{SBP} = 117.8, \text{DBP} = 89.1]|\text{Visit}_3: \text{SBP} = 103.4, \text{DBP} = 84.7].$

$p_1$ should be treated by the treatment $AC$ and the objective of the system is to predict this optimal treatment following the argumentation process described in section 2.1. The possible negotiation arguments are the weight of the rules. To simplify the current scenario, we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Bases properties</th>
<th>$RB^1$</th>
<th>$RB^2$</th>
<th>$RB^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of rules</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of premises</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of premises per rule</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of examples per rule</td>
<td>652.7</td>
<td>752.9</td>
<td>395.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Rule bases properties.
consider only the confidence scores of the rules. At the beginning of the scenario, the Referee Agent broadcasts the requested prediction, that is predicting the optimal treatment for the patient $p_1$. Then, each agent produces its opinion and asks for the Master role. Agent $A_1$ becomes the first Master and offers its own opinion. At the end, the master gives its prediction of the hypertension medication in a form easy to understand. The major role of $A_e$ is to check if there is conflict between the proposed opinion and the expert knowledge. In this scenario, we have used three agents, each one contains extracted rule base from each DMLP and an extra agent which contains the expert knowledge. The process of argumentation executes as described in section 2.1.

This is illustrated in the following example.

Let be $p_2$ a patient that is described by the following attributes: $p_2$: [age = 56] [sex = female] [Visit0 : SBP = 112.2, DBP = 79.6] [Visit1 : SBP = 125.4, DBP = 89.7] [Visit2 : SBP = 103.7, DBP = 88.7] [Visit3 : SBP = 132.4, DBP = 81.7]. $p_2$ should be treated by the treatment $BB$ and the objective of the system is to predict this optimal treatment as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

- At the first iteration $T_1$, the Referee Agent broadcasts the prediction request by transmitting the attributes $p_2$ and the requested class $\text{?class}$ to predict. Each agent produces its opinion by selecting the best rule that matches the request.
- At $T_2$ Agent $A_2$ proposes its opinion as follows: "the requested class should be $ICE$ based on the rule: $R^{3*}_{p_2}$: $(age > 50)(SBP_{Visit1} > 101.4)$ $\implies$ (class($R^{3*}_{p_2}$) = $ICE$, confidence_score($R^{3*}_{p_2}$) = 0.44)".
- At $T_3$, the Referee Agent sends the proposed opinion of Agent $A_2$ to the Expert Agent $A_e$ for verification in order to check if the opinion matches with the recommendations.
- At $T_4$, Expert Agent $A_e$ sends a message to the Referee Agent to express its rejection and declares that $confidence\_score(R^{3*}_{p_2})$ is inapplicable since the predicted class $DI$ (given by this rule) does not match with the predicted class of the recommendation rule: $R^1_{p_1}$: $(age > 50) \implies (DI)$.
- At $T_5$, Agent $A_3$ proposes its opinion as follows: "the requested class should be $BB$ based on the rule: $R^{3*}_{p_2}$: $(age > 50)(DBP_{Visit2} > 80.9)(SBP_{Visit3} < 145) \implies (class(R^{3*}_{p_2}) = BB$, confidence_score($R^{3*}_{p_2}$) = 0.56)".
- At $T_6$, Referee Agent sends the suggested choice to the Expert agent for verification.
- $A_e$ declares that this rule is applicable since there is no conflict at $T_7$. 

(b) Scenario 2: with prior knowledge injection: injecting knowledge domain is very crucial for a decision making system. Medicine is one of the critical areas which needs the injection of recommendations for healthcare to improve the system reliability. In order to illustrate that, our approach improves the treatment prediction when adding domain knowledge. We have injected few medical recommendations for hypertension treatment into the expert agent $A_e$. Examples of medical recommendations are given bellow: (age < 50 years) $\implies BB$; (age > 50 years) $\implies DI$.

The major role of $A_e$ is to check if there is conflict between the proposed opinion and the expert knowledge. In this scenario, we have used three agents, each one contains extracted rule base from each DMLP and an extra agent which contains the expert knowledge. The process of argumentation executes as described in section 2.1.

This is illustrated in the following example.

Let be $p_1$ a patient that is described by the following attributes: $p_1$: [age = 54] [DBP_{Visit1} = 77.4, DBP_{Visit2} = 85.1] $\implies$ (class($R^{1*}_{p_1}$) = $DI$, confidence_score($R^{1*}_{p_1}$) = 0.61)". Agent $A_2$ challenges agent $A_1$ using DistinguishRule as follows: "$R^{1*}_{p_1}$ is unreasonable because of rule $R^2_{p_1}$: $(age > 61)(DBP_{Visit1} > 142.5)(DBP_{Visit2} < 77.1)(DBP_{Visit3} > 85.1) \implies (class(R^{2*}_{p_1}) = BB$, confidence_score($R^{2*}_{p_1}$) = 0.72)"

The confidence score of the rule $R^{2*}_{p_1}$ is higher than the one of $R^{1*}_{p_1}$ Agent $A_1$ can not propose any rule to attack Agent $A_2$ and admits that it is defeated. Then Agent $A_2$ becomes the new Master and offers its own opinion.
At $T_8$, Referee Agent declares by an INFORM message that agent $A_3$ is defined as a Master.

At $T_9$, Agent $A_1$ proposes its opinion as follows: "the requested class should be BB based on the rule: $R^{1_s}_{p2}: (\text{age} < 66)(\text{SBP}_{Visit3} < 135.1)(\text{DBP}_{Visit3} > 79) \implies (\text{class}(R^{1_s}_{p2}) = \text{BB}, \text{confidence}_{-\text{score}}(R^{1_s}_{p2}) = 0.6)".

At $T_{10}$, $A_e$ declares that this rule is applicable since there is no conflict.

At $T_{11}$, Referee Agent declares that Agent $A_1$ is the first Challenger, Agent $A_2$ is Spectator. Since a Master and a Challenger are defined, the encounter arguments can be performed.

At $T_{12}$, Agent $A_1$ (Challenger) asks Agent $A_3$ (Master) for its arguments in order to compare them with its own arguments.

At $T_{13}$, Agent $A_3$ sends its arguments to Agent $A_1$. In this case, the score of the rule $R^{1_s}_{p2}$ (Agent $A_1$) is higher than the score of $R^{3_s}_{p2}$ (Agent $A_2$).

Thus, Agent $A_3$ admits its defeat and Agent $A_1$ becomes the new Master and can propose its own opinion at $T_{14}$.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the case study argumentation process.

The argumentation process continues until none of the agents is able to propose an opinion nor challenging another agent opinion. In case of equality of the confidence scores, the number of premises of the two rules are compared and the agent that have the highest one wins.
the argumentation process. At the end, the final master gives its prediction of the Hypertension medication in the form of a rule which is easy to understand. The patient \( p_2 \) has been well classified and the system recommends him/her to take BB treatment based on the rule of Agent \( A_1 \): \( R_{1p_2}^{1*} : (\text{age} > 50)(DBP_{Visit2} > 70.0)(SBP_{Visit2} > 112.0)(SBP_{Visit3} > 130.5) \Rightarrow (\text{class}(R_{1p_2}^{1*}) = BB, \text{confidence_score}(R_{1p_2}^{1*}) = 0.72) \).

### Performance prediction

We compared the two variants described above to: (i) the most popular ensemble learning methods (Bagging [46], AdaBoost [106]), XGBoost [56] and (ii) two classification approaches based on ensemble rule extraction that uses the DIMPL [38]: one trained by bagging (DIMLP-B) and another trained by arcing (DIMLP-A). In the argumentation process, we have used CRs and the provided ERs injected into the expert agent. The number of the bootstrap samples used in all the approaches is shown in Table 4.8. For DIMLP ensembles, we have used the default parameters defined in [38] (the number of bootstrap samples is equal to 25). Table 4.2 shows that App1_DIMLP gives better accuracy for the classification task than other ensemble methods. With the exception of DIMLP-A, App2_TREPAN outperforms other ensemble methods. Our method as an ensemble method can effectively reduce the error regarding to a single DMLP. Table 4.3 shows that our method (using 10 DMLPs) outperforms a single DMLP in two cases: when injecting prior knowledge and without injecting prior knowledge.

### Experimentations using public datasets

In the experiments we used 11 datasets representing classification problems. Table 4.4 illustrates their main characteristics in terms of number of samples and number of input features. The public source of the datasets is UCI: ML Repository at the University of California, Irvine: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html. Our experiments are based on 10 repetitions of 10-fold cross-validation trials. Training sets were normalized using Gaussian normalization. We compared three variants of our approach: (i) App1_DIMLP that uses the eclectic rule extraction algorithm described in [37]; (ii) App2_TREPAN that uses the pedagogical rule extraction algorithm described in [72] and (iii) App3_Extract that replaces the DMLPs and the rule extraction step by a rule extraction algorithm that extracts rules directly from the bootstrap samples.
Table 4.4: Datasets characteristics

In order to validate the performance of our approach, we compared the three variants described above to: (a) the most popular ensemble learning methods (Bagging [46], AdaBoost [106]) and (b) two classification approaches based on ensemble rule extraction that uses the DIMPL [38]: one trained by bagging (DIMLP-B) and another trained by arcing (DIMLP-A). We defined a grid search to optimize the parameters of each approach. The number of the bootstrap samples used in all the approaches is shown in Table 4.5. For DIMLP ensembles, we have used the default parameters defined in [38] (for example, the number of bootstrap samples is equal to 25). In the argumentation process, we have only used CRs because there are no ERs provided for the used public datasets. Therefore, the argumentation process takes place without any expert agent. In the experiment, we have used the Accuracy and the Fidelity as evaluation measures to compare the classification performance of the different methods described above. Table 4.5 presents the obtained experimental results. It shows that our framework can effectively ensure high accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Nb Attributes</th>
<th>Nb Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer Prognastic</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bupa Liver Disorders</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haberman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILPD (Liver)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima Indians</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saheart</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonar</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect Heart</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebral Column</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Accuracy of ensemble methods.
results for the classification task on several datasets. In contrast with traditional ensemble methods, we can find that App1_DIMLP and App2_TREPAN outperform Bagging and AdaBoost methods using fewer classifiers. For example in Vertebral Column dataset, App1_DIMLP obtains an accuracy of 86.8% (using 11 classifiers) while the accuracy of Bagging and AdaBoost are lower than 75% (using more than 125 classifiers). Our method gives better results than DIMLP-B and DIMLP-A on the majority of datasets. For example, in Bupa Liver Disorders dataset, the accuracy of App1_DIMLP exceeds that of DIMLP-A by 25.2%. In Breast Cancer Prognostic dataset, the accuracy of App1_DIMLP is 88.7% (using 10 classifiers) while the accuracies of DIMLP-B and DIMLP-A are lower than 75%.

So far, the results have been in our favor for the predictive accuracy of the 10 out of 11 classification problems. Moreover, we can see that the Fidelity score is higher than 95% in all datasets. This means that the classification rules extracted from the DMLPs matches the classification results provided by the DMLPs.

Experimental results show that App1_DIMLP and App2_TREPAN give better accuracy for the classification task than other ensemble methods. Indeed the use of argumentation process allows to outperform the classical ensemble methods and also the rules extracted from ensembles. In addition, we have shown that using DL with rule extraction step gives better results than using a rule extraction algorithm directly from the bootstrap samples (App3_Extract). As a conclusion, we can deduce that App1_DIMLP and App2_TREPAN can effectively extract high quality knowledge for ensemble classifier and ensure high accuracy in classification as well. Moreover our method provides explanations and transparency of the predictions. It is able to extract useful knowledge from ensemble classifiers.

4.4.3 Experimentations using EHR

In this section, we describe our dataset and present the experimental results which allow to validate our approach using real data.

Dataset description

In the experiments we used a real dataset provided by CGEDIM (medical prescription platform used by 23000 doctors in France), which has been collected from 3000 doctors (see table 4.6). This dataset describes the characteristics of 429087 patients, each patient is represented by a series of visits. The average number of visits is 20 per patient. Each visit contains about 15 characteristics (see table 4.7). A class of treatment is associated to each patient at each visit, we distinguish 6 classes of treatment: Alpha blockers (AB), Beta-blockers(BB), Diuretics (D), Angiotensin II receptor blockers(ARAII), ACE inhibitors (IEC) and Calcium channel blockers (IC).

The dataset was anonymized by removing all identifiable features such as names, addresses and telephone numbers.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>429087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of input features</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of visits</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of features</td>
<td>real and boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender distribution (female, male)</td>
<td>41%, 59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age at the time of prescription</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average duration between visits (days)</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment classes</td>
<td>BB, AB, IEC, ARAII, IC, D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Datasets properties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Signification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age_presc</td>
<td>Age of patient at time of prescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Patient’s last recorded weight measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Patient’s last recorded height measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box</td>
<td>Number of boxes prescribed to the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Dosage expressed in number of doses (to be associated with the frequency_label field)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency_label</td>
<td>Frequency of taking medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Duration of the prescription expressed in days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>Heart rate associated with medical consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic pressure</td>
<td>Diastolic pressure associated with the medical consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic pressure</td>
<td>Systolic pressure associated with the medical consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription_blood_sugar</td>
<td>Patient’s Blood glucose measurement associated with a medical consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last_mesure_blood_sugar</td>
<td>Patient’s last blood glucose measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulines_treatment</td>
<td>If there has been an insulin treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other_treatment</td>
<td>If there has been an A10 treatment (other than insulins)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Features signification

**Prediction results**

In these experimentations, we have used the same protocol defined in the section 4.4.1. Unlike previous datasets, this one is a multivariate time series. A common way to perform prediction task on multivariate time series, is to use information of the previous visit to predict the next one using DMLP. The network is trained on a temporal window of inputs describing a fixed set of recent past states. Here, we employed DMLPs for time series classification by using the sliding window technique in order to predict the optimal treatment for each patient. To avoid overfitting, we used Dropout between DMLP layers. The architecture of DMLPs was determined empirically. The retained architecture contains two hidden layers. The DMLPs was trained for 1500 epochs. We compared two variants of our approach: (i) App1_DIMLP that uses the eclectic rule extraction algorithm described in [37] and (ii) App2_TREPAN that uses the pedagogical rule extraction algorithm described in [72].

In order to validate the performance of our approach, we compared the two variants described above to: (i) the most popular ensemble learning methods (Bagging [46], AdaBoost [106]), XGBoost [56] and (ii) two classification approaches based on ensemble rule extraction that uses the DIMPL [38]: one trained by bagging (DIMLP-B) and another trained by arcing (DIMLP-A). In the argumentation process, we have only used CRs because there are no ERs provided for the used dataset. Therefore the argumentation process takes place without any expert agent. The number of the bootstrap samples used in all the approaches is shown in Table 4.8. For DIMLP ensembles, we have used the default parameters defined in [38] (the number of bootstrap samples is equal to 25). Table 4.8 show that App1_DIMLP gives better accuracy for the classification task than other ensemble methods. With the exception of Adaboost, App2_TREPAN outperforms other ensemble methods. Indeed, we can say that the use of argumentation as a method of combining classifiers can ensure high accuracy prediction with real data. This allows to validate our approach and make its use as a decision support system possible in hospitals. Moreover, we can see that the Fidelity score is higher than 94% with App1_DIMLP and App2_TREPAN.
This means that the classification rules extracted from the DMLPs matches the classification results provided by the DMLPs.

Some extracted rules from a trained DMLP are presented below:

- Rule 1: (Age_presc > 59) (Box > 4) (Diastolic pressure < 93) (Systolic pressure > 193) Class = ARAII (789)
- Rule 2: (Pulse < 60) (Box > 4) (Height < 170) (Duration > 84) Class = D (810)
- Rule 3: (Systolic pressure > 140) (frequency_label < 2) (Diastolic pressure < 90) (Frequency_label > 140) (Prescription_blood_sugar > 5.46) Class = AB (456)
- Rule 4: (Weight > 87) (Box < 2) (Prescription_blood_sugar < 85) (Systolic pressure > 125) Class = BB (955)
- Rule 5: (Age_presc < 89) (Box < 4) (Prescription_blood_sugar < 5.46) (Systolic pressure > 140) Class = IEC (733)
- Rule 6: (Prescription_blood_sugar > 5.11) (Quantity < 2) (Systolic pressure > 140) Class = IC (841)

We have also compared the results of some existing approaches (Doctor AI, Med2vect, Deepr, DeepCare, DeepPatient) with our approach for predicting the optimal treatment.

**Table 4.8: Results comparison to ensemble methods.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App1_DIMLP</td>
<td>73.5±0.03</td>
<td>72.2±0.13</td>
<td>76.2±0.09</td>
<td>74.1±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App2_TREPAN</td>
<td>67.4±0.08</td>
<td>66.3±0.08</td>
<td>70.4±0.11</td>
<td>68.3±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor AI</td>
<td>68.3±0.07</td>
<td>69.5±0.01</td>
<td>65.2±0.02</td>
<td>67.3±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med2vect</td>
<td>65.4±0.02</td>
<td>59.5±0.07</td>
<td>69.2±0.11</td>
<td>64.0±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCare</td>
<td>55.5±0.11</td>
<td>54.6±0.03</td>
<td>64.9±0.01</td>
<td>59.3±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepr</td>
<td>51.9±0.04</td>
<td>52.2±0.02</td>
<td>46.6±0.03</td>
<td>49.2±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepPatients</td>
<td>58.8±0.01</td>
<td>57.2±0.03</td>
<td>69.3±0.01</td>
<td>62.7±0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.9: Accuracy of algorithms for predicting optimal treatment.**

Table 4.9 confirms that our proposed approach is able to outperform the existing ones by a large margin while predicting optimal treatment. App1_DIMLP obtains an accuracy of up to 73.5%, App2_TREPAN obtains an accuracy of up to 67.4% while the rest of the approaches give an accuracy lower than 66% except Doctor AI which obtains about 68.3% of accuracy. This can be explained by the use of deep ensemble method against one model in others. In fact, in theory our ensemble method improves ML results by combining multiple models using argumentation which is better compared to a single model.

App1_DIMLP and App2_TREPAN are able to extract useful knowledge from ensemble classifiers.

Moreover our method provides explanations and transparency of the predictions.

## 4.5 Discussion

Few works have previously addressed rule extraction from ensembles. The DIMLP was used to extract rules from network ensembles [38]. Zhou et al. proposed the REFNE algorithm (Rule
Extraction from Neural Network Ensemble) [294], that extracts rules from instances generated from the trained ensembles. Hayashi et al. extended the “Recursive-Rule eXtraction” (Re-RX) algorithm to multiple MLP Ensemble [128]. None of these works used argumentation for performing predictions nor addressed the problem of knowledge injection into the algorithm. Over the last decades, argumentation has come to be increasingly central as a core study within AI since it attracts much attention in a lot of fields, especially ML. Existing approaches differ in their use of argumentation and in their choice of argumentation framework and method.

Zhiyong Hao et al. [125] present Arguing Prism, an argumentation based approach for collaborative classification which integrates the ideas from modular classification inductive rules learning and multiagent dialogue. Each participant agent has its own local repository (data instances) and produces reasons for or against certain classifications by inducing rules from their own datasets. The agents use argumentation to let classifiers, learned from distributed data repositories, reaching a consensus rather than voting mechanisms. This approach is interesting because it allows avoiding simple voting and generates arguments in a dynamic way. Unfortunately its use is restricted to DTs.

Bratko et al. [42] present a novel approach to ML, called argumentation based ML, which combines ML from examples with concepts from the field of argumentation. The idea is to provide expert’s arguments, or reasons, for some of the learning examples. Reasons (arguments) impose constraints over the space of possible hypotheses, thus reducing search complexity and an induced theory make more sense to an expert as it has to be consistent with the given arguments. A part of this knowledge, consisting in an expert knowledge, is handly introduced into the system.

Maya Wardeh et al. [275] present a classification approach using a MAS founded on an argumentation from experience. Thus, a group of agents argues about the classification of a given case according to their experience which is recorded in individual local data sets. The arguments are constructed dynamically using classification association rule mining [2] techniques. Even if this approach argues for the use of local data for the argument exchange between the agents, there is a chairperson agent which acts as a mediator agent for the coordination of the whole MAS. From our point of view, this is is a weak point, since the system fails to perform any classification if the chairperson agent fails. Different approaches achieve different and desirable outcomes, ranging from improving performances (reduce the combinatory search among possible hypotheses) to rendering the ML process more transparent by improving its explanatory power. All of these works illustrate the importance of building arguments for explaining ML examples. But all of them are dedicated to rule association [275] [281] or to DTs [125]. Since the existing approaches are built in a monolithic way (i.e. based on a monolithic algorithm), they lack robustness. If the algorithm fails, the whole system fails. In contrast, our approach consists in distributing the argumentation process through agents where embedded rule-bases act in autonomic way while argumenting with each other. Finally, the most important point is that, none of the existing approaches that combine ML and argumentation addresses DL methods, despite these are among the most powerful ML algorithms. The use of argumentation techniques allows to obtain classifiers, which can explain their decisions, and therefore addresses the recent need for explainable AI: classifications are accompanied by a dialectical analysis showing why arguments for the conclusion are preferred to counterarguments. Our method differs from traditional ensemble methods by the fact that it can provide result explanation and integrates internal classification knowledge in base classifiers rather than only classification results. Moreover, as shown by the experimental results, our method improves the predictions. Our argumentation protocol has been inspired from several existing argumentation frameworks. We have adopted structured arguments in order to deal with complex arguments and to take into account the confidence degree of the rules. The value-based argumentation frameworks allowed us to implement the confidence degree to quantify the strength of the arguments.

The preference and defeat relations among arguments have been defined in a simple way; by a ordinal relation. It will be easy to extend this by considering a deeper analysis of the premises of the rules.
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MS-LSTM: Multisources LSTM based attention
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5.1 Introduction

Predicting the risk of potential diseases based on large sequences of patient’s visits has attracted considerable attention in recent years, especially with the development of deep learning techniques which can easily handle with a large volume of data. Compared with traditional ML models, deep learning based approaches [118] achieve superior performance on risk prediction task. In fact, recently the Deep Learning methods have shown that neural network models have brought great hope in health care research for drug discovery, treatment innovation, personalized medicine, and optimal patient care and improve patient outcomes. EHR contains the patient records and provides a long-term view of a patient health. This sequential data, including different information about diagnoses, demographics, procedures, and medications are represented by a high dimensional clinical variable and sequenced by patient medical visits. Predicting the future treatments or the future clinical events based on patient EHR is a critical task since each medical information may have varying importance. The most challenging issues in medical prediction tasks is the fact of correctly modeling the temporal and high dimensional of EHR data, interpreting the importance of medical features and information and improving the prediction results. As the number and the volume of temporal datasets increase rapidly, traditional ML algorithms are becoming overwhelmed. Recently, with the advances of deep learning techniques, deep leaning models such as RNNs [180][249] have enjoyed considerable success in various ML tasks due to their powerful hierarchical feature learning ability in modeling sequential data, and have been widely applied in various temporal data mining tasks such as predictive learning, representation learning and classification.

However, RNNs have limitations, for example it is difficult to train these networks on long input sequences. They cannot handle long sequences effectively. This is due to the problems of vanishing and exploding gradients that occur when errors are backpropagated across many time steps. LSTM [249] solved this problem by integrating memory units to enable learning of long temporal dynamics. Another limitation of using RNNs is the lack of interpretability. Interpretability is very important in the healthcare domain since it can lead to the design of suitable intervention mechanisms. To model the temporal EHR data and interpret the prediction results simultaneously, attention-based neural networks can be employed, which aim to learn the relevance of the data samples to the task. Attention is one of the most powerful concepts in the deep learning field. It is based on the intuition that, when processing a large amount of information, we focus on a certain part of this information.

In this section, we propose a novel deep architecture called MS-LSTM which uses LSTM and attention mechanism for medical prediction tasks. Multisources LSTM (MS-LSTM) can successfully combine several sources of medical data, consider the temporal trajectory of events embedded in EHRs, and identify relevant clinical factors that contribute to the prediction. In addition, the experiments are performed on real EHR data which will support experts in healthcare. Such method could result significantly better diagnoses and therefore better clinical outcomes. Moreover, results show a significant improvement in prediction results over existing state of the art expert systems. In the following sections, we describe our method and show experiment protocol and results.

5.2 Architecture

We present a new temporal deep neural network architecture, called MS-LSTM, that is based on LSTM. It predicts both optimal treatment and the date of the next visit of a patient. We have chosen LSTM because it is adapted to time series prediction due to its ability to remember previous inputs. Traditional recurrent neural networks suffer from two problems: vanishing gradient and exploding gradient, which make them unusable. LSTM can solve these issues by explicitly introducing a memory unit, called the cell, into the network. MS-LSTM successfully combines different sources of medical information and considers the temporal trajectory of events embedded in EHRs. The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Each information source is connected to multiple fully connected layers for constructing high-level representation individually. These high-level representations are then fused using an LSTM
for optimal treatment or next visit prediction. In addition, we introduce attention mechanism at the level of the variables. This allows to improve the model results and to make the model more interpretable. When using the attention at the level of the input variable, the model can identify the most important variables that are involved in the prediction. We can also deduce the importance of the different visits.

Given a set of patients \( P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_r\} \), where \( r \) is the total number of patients.

Each patient \( p_x \) \((1 \leq x \leq r)\) is represented by a sequence of \( n \) visits \( v_x^t \) \((1 \leq t \leq n_x)\): \( p_x = [v_1^x, \ldots, v_{n_x}^x] \).

The objective is to predict the optimal treatment among a set of treatments: \( Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_p\} \), where \( p \) is the number of treatments or the date of the next visit.

To deal with the prediction tasks, we have combined different information sources. Indeed, the availability different and complementary information sources can improve the prediction results.

Each source is built based on its impact on the disease to be represented differently.

We use the following three feature sources \(^1\):

- Personal features \((s(1))\): include gender, age, height and weight at the time of the visit.
- Clinical features \((s(2))\): include all clinical codes related to the diagnoses, the procedures of medications and the treatments;
- Comorbidity features \((s(3))\): refers to the presence of one or more disorders that occur at the same time as a primary disease.

To learn different representations from the sources, each information source is linked to fully connected layers where the neurons from one layer are connected to all the neurons of the next layer.

### 5.2.1 Information source representation with attention mechanism

Each visit \( v_x^t \) of a patient \( p_x \) at time \( t \) is composed of values of the three information sources: \( v_x^t = (s(1)_x^t, s(2)_x^t, s(3)_x^t) \), where \( s(1)_x^t, s(2)_x^t \) and \( s(3)_x^t \) are respectively the personal, the clinical and the comorbidity feature vectors that represent the visit \( v_x^t \) of the patient \( p_x \) at time \( t \).

Each features vector \( s(k)^t \) \((k = \{1, 2, 3\})\) is represented as a vector of measurements: \( s(k)^t = (s(k)_{t_1}^1, s(k)_{t_2}^1, \ldots, s(k)_{t_{d_0}}^{d_0}) \), where \( d_0 \) is the number of features that represent the source \( s(k) \).

We introduce a set of weights \( W^{ak} \) \((k \in \{1, 2, 3\})\) that are learned to compute the variable-level attention. \( \alpha(1)_t \), \( \alpha(2)_t \) and \( \alpha(3)_t \) are the attention vectors associated to the sources \( s(1)_t \), \( s(2)_t \) and \( s(3)_t \) respectively. Each vector \( \alpha(k)_t \) \((k \in \{1, 2, 3\})\) has the same dimension as its corresponding source since it represents the features associated to the source.

\[
\alpha(k)_t = softmax(W^{ak} \cdot s(k)_t) \tag{5.1}
\]

The features that constitute the patient visit will be weighted using the learned attention before the high-level representation learning.

\[
\hat{s}(k)_t = \alpha(k)_t \odot s(k)_t \tag{5.2}
\]

Where \( \odot \) is an element-wise product. We obtain a high-level representation of the new source representation \( \hat{s}(k)_t \) \((k \in \{1, 2, 3\}) \) at time \( t \) using \( l_k \) fully connected hidden layers. Each hidden

\(^1\)Our architecture can obviously integrate other information sources about a patient.
layer $j$ is constituted of $d^k_j$ neurons. For each source $k$, the activation of the $i^{th}$ neuron $u(k)^j_{ti}$ from the layer $j$ at time $t$ is given by:

$$a(k)^j_{ti} = g\left(\sum_{z=1}^{d^k_j} w(k)^j_{zi} * a(k)^{(j-1)}_{tz} + b(k)^j_{ti}\right) \quad (1 \leq i \leq d^k_j) \quad (5.3)$$

where the $w(k)^j_{zi}$ is the weight of the connection from the neuron $u(k)^{(j-1)}_{tz}$ in the layer $(j - 1)$ to the neuron $u(k)^j_{ti}$, $b(k)^j_{ti}$ is the bias associated to the neuron $u(k)^j_{ti}$, $g$ is a nonlinear activation function.

For a patient $p_x$, the activation of the input layer of a source $k$ at time $t$ is given by: $a(k)^0_{ti} = \hat{s}(k)^x_{ti}$.

The obtained high-level representations of the information contained in the visit $v^x_t$ of a patient $p_x$ at time $t$ are concatenated to form one multidimensional vector $\tilde{v}^x_t$ that is defined as follows:

$$\tilde{v}^x_t = (a(1)^1_{t1}, \ldots, a(1)^{d_1}_{t1}, a(2)^1_{t1}, \ldots, a(2)^{d_2}_{t1}, a(3)^1_{t1}, \ldots, a(3)^{d_3}_{t1}) \quad (5.4)$$

For the rest of the paper the components of $\tilde{v}^x_t$ are denoted $\tilde{v}^x_{tj}$, i.e.

$$\tilde{v}^x_t = (\tilde{v}^x_{t1}, \ldots, \tilde{v}^x_{td}) \quad \text{where} \quad d = d^1_1 + d^2_2 + d^3_3 \quad (5.5)$$

### 5.2.2 Temporal representation of the visits

For each patient, the high-level visit representations are processed sequentially by the LSTM network, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Since we need a prediction at each time step, we use a One-to-One LSTM configuration. This means that for each input, the network associates an output.

---

2Note that the temporal aspect of the visits is not taken into account in the fully connected layers.
At time $t$, each visit $v_x$ of patient $p_x \in P$ is transformed to a high-level representation vector $\tilde{v}_{xt}$. This vector is embedded into an LSTM which outputs $y_{xt}$ that represents the optimal treatment or the date of the next visit of the patient.

As represented in Figure 5.2, an LSTM memory block consists of a memory cell $c$ and three multiplicative gates which regulate the state of the cell: forget gate $f$, input gate $i$ and output gate $o$. The memory cell encodes the knowledge of the inputs that have been observed up to the current time step. The forget gate controls whether the old information should be retained or forgotten. The input gate regulates whether new information should be added to the cell state while the output gate controls which parts of the new cell state to output.

At time $t$, the network takes three inputs: $\tilde{v}_{xt}$, $h_{t-1}$ and $c_{t-1}$. $h_{t-1}$ is the state of the LSTM unit at time $(t-1)$ (the initial state $h_0 = 0$) and $c_{t-1}$ is the memory cell representation at time $(t-1)$. $h_t$, $c_t$ are respectively the state and the memory of the unit at the current time $t$. $f_t$, $i_t$ and $o_t$ that refer respectively to the forget, input and output gate are defined as follows:

$$f_t = \sigma(W_f[\tilde{v}_{xt}; h_{t-1}] + b_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

$$i_t = \sigma(W_i[\tilde{v}_{xt}; h_{t-1}] + b_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

$$o_t = \sigma(W_o[\tilde{v}_{xt}; h_{t-1}] + b_o)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

Where $\sigma$ is the sigmoid activation function, $W_f$, $W_i$ and $W_o$ are the weights associated to the corresponding gates and $b_f$, $b_i$ and $b_o$ are the biases of the gates.

The current unit state $h_t$ depends on the input $\tilde{v}_{j_t}$, the gate states and the previous state $h_{t-1}$. It is computed as follows:

$$h_t = o_t \cdot \tanh(c_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

Where $\tanh$ is the hyperbolic tangent function, $c_t$ is the current memory state, $b_c$ its bias and $\tilde{c}_t$ the intermediate memory state. $c_t$ and $\tilde{c}_t$ are calculated as follows:

$$\tilde{c}_t = \tanh(W_c[\tilde{v}_{xt}; h_{t-1}] + b_c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

$$c_t = f_t \cdot c_{t-1} + i_t \cdot \tilde{c}_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

The LSTM unit updates its state $h_t$ at every time step $t$ and propagates it to following output layer for the prediction of the optimal treatment or the date of the next visit.
The softmax output layer is used for a classification task. The output from the LSTM layer $h_t$ is fed into the output layer to get the prediction probabilities:

$$\pi_t = softmax(Wh_t + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)

Where $\pi_t$ is the vector of predicted probabilities of the treatment prediction, $W$ is the weight vector to be learned, and the $b$ is the bias term.

The output of our approach is given by $\tilde{y}_t = \arg\max_{i=1}^{r} \pi_{ti}$

To train the model, we use a categorical cross entropy function

$$E = -\frac{1}{r} \sum_{x=1}^{r} \frac{1}{n_x} \sum_{t=1}^{n_x} \sum_{i=1}^{r} [y_{ti} \log(\pi_{ti})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Where $\pi_t$ is the model output probabilities and $y_t$, the true targets.

### 5.3 Experimental results

In this section, we present the experimental results which allow to validate our approach.

In the experiments we use the real dataset provided by CGEDIM (described in Chapter 4 section 4.4.2). This dataset describes the characteristics of 429,087 patients, each patient is represented by a series of visits. Each visit contains about 15 characteristics (see table 5.1).

#### 5.3.1 Experiment Setup

The model was trained to predict the optimal treatment and the date of the next visit. The proposed model accepts each visit as a 15 dimensional vector $v^x_t$ (15 features) which refers to the visit at time ($t$) of the patient $p_x$. As said before, a visit $v^x_t$ is represented via Personal-derived features (s1), Clinical-derived features (s2) and Comorbidity-derived features (s3). Table 5.1 shows the features of each source.

First, we split the data into training, validation, and test sets. 60% patients were used for training all models, 20% as the validation set and 20% as the test set. Then, we evaluated the final performances against the test set.

Each data source passed through an attention mechanism. The output of the attention mechanism is given as input to a two fully connected layers to be preprocessed: Layers 1 and 2 are fully connected dense layers and sigmoid activation functions. Finally, each visit of given patient is represented by appending the sources high-level representations. From this new representation, we make the predictions using an LSTM.

We trained our model for 1000 epochs (1000 iterations over the entire training data). To avoid overfitting, we used dropout between LSTM layers.

In order to validate our algorithm, we compared the results given by MS-LSTM with those that we obtained from:

3We can easily perform regression tasks by using linear activation function and mean squared error loss function.
5.3.2 Experimental results

In order to validate our deep model, we evaluate the following aspects:

- Prediction results;
- Impact of pretreating data on the prediction results;
- Impact of source type on the prediction results;
- Identifying relevant clinical factors for test patients;
- Identifying an individual relevant clinical factors of a patient.

Prediction results

We have compared the results of different algorithms with MS-LSTM based attention. Since we are interested in predicting the optimal treatment and the date of the next visit, we reported the results in two tables.

- Predicting optimal treatment (T) (see table 5.2);
- Predicting the date of the next visit (V) (see table 5.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS-LSTM</td>
<td>80.4 ±0.03</td>
<td>78.4 ±0.02</td>
<td>83.9 ±0.2</td>
<td>81.0±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor AI</td>
<td>68.3 ±0.07</td>
<td>69.5±0.01</td>
<td>65.2±0.02</td>
<td>67.3±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med2vect</td>
<td>65.4 ±0.02</td>
<td>59.5±0.07</td>
<td>69.2±0.11</td>
<td>64.0±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCare</td>
<td>55.5±0.11</td>
<td>54.6±0.03</td>
<td>64.9±0.01</td>
<td>59.3±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepr</td>
<td>51.9 ±0.04</td>
<td>52.2±0.02</td>
<td>46.6±0.03</td>
<td>49.2±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepPatients</td>
<td>58.8 ±0.01</td>
<td>57.2±0.03</td>
<td>69.3±0.01</td>
<td>62.7±0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Comparison of algorithms when predicting optimal treatment

Table 5.2 confirms that the proposed approach is able to outperform the existing ones by a large margin while predicting optimal treatment. MS-LSTM obtains an accuracy of up to 80.4% while Doctor AI is lower than 68.3%. This can be explained by using LSTM against GRU in DoctorAI. In fact, in theory LSTMs remember longer sequences than GRUs and outperform them in tasks requiring modeling long-distance relations. In addition, the introduction of attention mechanism allows to improve the results of LSTM models.

The results were in our favor for predictive accuracy, comparing with other approaches, which confirms that our visit representation with an attention mechanism and a fully connected layers is efficient since it improves the predictions.

Predicting the date of the next visit should be modeled as a regression problem. The duration between visits can be highly skewed since it depends on the availability of doctors and patients, in addition to the patient health state. In our approach, we decided to discretize the duration between visits. Thus, the regression problem is transformed to classification problem.

After testing several discretization possibilities, we opted for the discretization by month. Since in our EHR data minimum duration between visits is equal to 10 days and the maximum between visits is up to 200, we defined 7 classes:
• Class 1: duration ≤ 1 month;
• Class 2: 1 month < duration ≤ 2 months;
• Class 3: 2 months < duration ≤ 3 months;
• Class 4: 3 months < duration ≤ 4 months;
• Class 5: 4 months < duration ≤ 5 months;
• class 6: 5 months < duration ≤ 6 months;
• Class 7: duration > 6 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS-LSTM</td>
<td>79.5 ±0.04</td>
<td>78.6 ±0.01</td>
<td>80.9 ±0.01</td>
<td>79.7±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor AI</td>
<td>68.2 ±0.02</td>
<td>66.7 ±0.11</td>
<td>72.2 ±0.04</td>
<td>69.4±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2vect</td>
<td>57.6 ±0.01</td>
<td>56.2 ±0.01</td>
<td>66.8 ±0.1</td>
<td>61.1±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCare</td>
<td>74.7 ±0.02</td>
<td>73.4 ±0.01</td>
<td>77.1 ±0.05</td>
<td>75.2±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepr</td>
<td>59.4 ±0.03</td>
<td>58.2 ±0.05</td>
<td>65.6 ±0.07</td>
<td>61.7±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepPatients</td>
<td>62.2 ±0.02</td>
<td>60.3 ±0.03</td>
<td>70.9 ±0.02</td>
<td>65.2±0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Comparison of algorithms when predicting the duration till the next visit.

Table 5.3 illustrates the superiority of the hierarchical architecture of MS-LSTM algorithm since it gives an accuracy up to 78.6% which is higher than those obtained by Doctor AI (accuracy = 68.2%), M2vect (accuracy = 68.2%), Deepr (accuracy = 59.4%), DeepPatients (accuracy = 62.2%) and DeepCare (accuracy up to 74.7%).

**Impact of source type on the prediction results**

To test whether combining multiple sources increases performance, we have tested all possible combinations (which would require 7 experiments, given 3 different input sources). In fact, identifying the significant sources of features plays an important role in predicting hypertension disease. It is crucial to select the correct combination of significant features which can improve the performance of our prediction model. Table 5.4 shows that Clinical features outperform the personal and the comorbidity features whether when predicting the optimal treatment or the date of the next visit. They improve prediction accuracy by up to 44.7% while including them when predicting the optimal treatment. However, using only personal features gives only 24.5% of accuracy. This can be explained by the fact that age, gender, weight etc. without blood pressure measurements do not really make sense for treatment prediction. Finally, the results show that we can produce more accurate predictions when merging all information sources since they provide measurements that can be different and complementary in their nature (accuracy=80.4% for the prediction of the optimal treatment).

Including only Clinical data in the prediction of the duration till the next visit gives 51.8% of accuracy which is much higher that the accuracy of only including personal data(19.4%)or the accuracy of just including comorbidity features (13.7%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features (1:included, 0:not included)</th>
<th>Accuracy (T)</th>
<th>Accuracy (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Comorbidities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Impact of source type on the prediction results
Impact of pretreating data on the prediction results

In order to show the impact of preprocessing the data sources, we tested our model with and without pretreating features with fully connected layers. Table 5.5 shows that pretreating features from EHR, provides new data representation and improves prediction results whether when predicting the optimal treatment or the date of the next visit. This can be explained by the ability of our approach to build a high-level representation from the initial noisy input data sources using the fully connected layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cases</th>
<th>Accuracy (T)</th>
<th>Accuracy (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without pretreating</td>
<td>69.3 ± 0.02</td>
<td>65.7 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With pretreating</td>
<td>80.4 ± 0.03</td>
<td>79.5 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Impact of pretreating data on the prediction results

Identifying relevant clinical factors

The attention scores over visits were used to construct heatmaps for the models trained to each of the two prediction problems. The softmax scores for each feature are averaged over all test patients to obtain patients-averaged attention maps demonstrating when individual predictor variables had the most influence on each prediction. Figure 5.3 (A) shows the produced heatmap by averaging the attention scores of all test patients when predicting the optimal treatment at each visit. This shows, for each visit, the most relevant features that lead to the prediction. (B) shows the averaged attention scores obtained in (A) on the features for each patient visit. This reveals the visits which contributed the most for the prediction. We can see that Visits 4 and 10 are the most efficient visits for the prediction of optimal treatment. (C) shows the averaged attention scores on the visits to highlight the most relevant features that are used for the prediction. As we can see, the most significant features are ‘Pulse’ with an attention score equal to 0.63, ‘Diastolic pressure’ with an attention score equal to 0.62. The feature ‘Systolic pressure’ gives an attention score up to 0.58. Overall, we can notice that the most relevant attributes are clinical features.

Lastly, the attention mechanism can be also used to observe the importance of sources. By averaging the scores of the features that constitute each data source, we obtained their importance scores. As we can see, (D) presents the most important source for prediction of the optimal treatment is the clinical features with an attention score up to 0.53.

The second heatmap illustrated in Figure 5.4 shows the patients-averaged attention scores when predicting the date of the next visit. As explained previously, we can extract features with the highest attention scores for each visit from (A), the most relevant visits from (B), the most important features for the prediction from (C) and the important data sources from (D). As we can see in (B), the visits 9, 10 and 11 contribute the most to this prediction task. (C) shows that the features ‘Quantity’, ‘Diastolic pressure’ and ‘Pulse’ are the most relevant features that lead to the prediction of the next visit with respectively 0.616, 0.61 and 0.60 as attention scores. Similarly, the most important source for this prediction is the clinical features source with an attention score up to 0.54.

Identifying relevant clinical factors for individual patient

Individualized predictions and attention visualization maps can be generated for each patient for each prediction task. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the same information as previously for each patient. Instead of averaging over all test patients, in (A) we built heatmaps for each patient individually. We thus plotted the attention scores related to visits (B), features (C) and data sources (D). Figure 5.5 (B) shows that visit 5 is the most relevant one for the prediction of the optimal treatment for this patient. (C) shows that ‘Diastolic pressure’, ‘Pulse’ and ‘Prescription_blood_sugar’ are the most important features with respectively 0.78, 0.74 and 0.74 as
attention scores. (D) confirms that the most important features belong to the clinical features with an attention score up to 0.7.

Similarly, heatmap illustrated in Figure 5.6 shows that for the same patient, we found that visit 4 is the most important visit (Figure 5.6 (B)), the features ’Duration’ and ’Diastolic pressure’ are the most important features for the prediction of the date of the next visit with respectively 0.71 and 0.60 as attention scores ((Figure 5.6 (C)). Finally, Figure 5.6 (C) illustrates the sources scores and confirms that clinical features represent the most important data source with an attention score up to 0.47.

5.3.3 Discussion

One of the main challenges in using deep algorithms with EHRs is scalability. The largest datasets used in the literature are those used in Ranganath et al [221] with 13,180 patients and in Choi and al. [60] with 263,706 patients. We can see that our dataset, described in chapter 4, section 4.4.2 is larger than those datasets and thus expect than the comparison results are more confident. Another limitation includes building a predictive model by using either only demographic features [26] or clinical features [98]. The former discards a huge proportion of information in each patient record, while the latter ignores knowledge and guidelines coming from human intelligence. We use comorbidity information to improve the performance of our algorithm. Such expert knowledge is considered as a domain-specific knowledge which is also a big challenge since it impacts the progression of disease and patient state.

When working with DL models in predicting clinical events with EHRs, it is important to ensure that the model is flexible. That means the possibility of adding new data sources. In fact,
the combination of multiple data: biological, pathological, their evolution, raises expectations and hopes in terms of understanding the causes and mechanisms of diseases as well as for the personalization of medical monitoring. Some of existing works did not take into account the integration of new data sources such as the work in [192]. MS-LSTM can easily add new data source even if it is heterogeneous, discrete, or categorical since it pretreats each data source differently and separately to adapt them to visit representation at the time of prediction. This study presents a deep learning model based on LSTM and attention mechanism to predict optimal treatment and the date of the next visit. The model achieves high ability with an accuracy up to 80.4% when predicting the optimal treatment and an accuracy up to 72.3% when predicting the date of the next visit. We showed that pretreating personal, clinical and comorbidity features from EHR using a fully connected layers, with an attention mechanism outperforms models that ignore any of these characteristics. Also, we showed that combining different features results gives better performance than using either of them alone. In addition, our model can capture the significant features, sources or visits that contribute the most for the prediction due to the attention mechanism. Thus, our model can easily provide an interpretable prediction.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed MS-LSTM model, which uses a LSTM and an attention mechanism to predict the optimal treatment and the date of the next visit. We have tested MS-LSTM on a large real EHR dataset, it significantly outperformed many existing approaches. We have also shown that combining different sources of variables with an attention mechanism
Figure 5.5: Personalized attention scores for one patient with 10 visits for the prediction of the optimal treatment: (A) shows the produced heatmap for attention scores over 10 visits. (B) shows the averaged attention scores on the features for each visit. (C) shows the averaged attention scores on the visits to highlight the most relevant features. (D) presents the most important sources for the prediction.

and a LSTM network highly improve the performance. In addition, MS-LSTM can select the relevant factors that contribute to the prediction which is important in the medical field.
Figure 5.6: Personalized attention scores for one patient with 10 visits for the prediction of the date of the next visit: (A) shows the produced heatmap for attention scores over 10 visits. (B) shows the averaged attention scores on the features for each visit. (C) shows the averaged attention scores on the visits to highlight the most relevant features. (D) presents the most important sources for the prediction.
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6.1 Conclusion

The first contribution in this thesis is an original approach to design a medical support system for the individualized follow-up of patients with hypertension. From data collected on several patients, the objective was to define patient profiles and to find the optimal treatment and to predict the date of the next visit. Based on ensemble methods which improve the results of learning algorithms, we were first interested in combining deep neural networks. Traditional ensemble methods are based on a simple majority vote or a simple average of the classifiers predictions, which makes difficult to explain the result. In addition, these methods only exploit the results of the classification or regression, rather than the internal knowledge learned by the ML models and do not allow prior knowledge injection.

Using multiagent argumentation, we exploited classification knowledge as argument for negotiation between agents. Indeed, the idea of combining several DMLPs is not new, but the association of a DMLP to an agent and more precisely the use of argumentation between "DMLP agents" introduced intelligence into the way of combining DMLPs. The experimental results show an improvement of the prediction results since for each prediction, it is the DMLP that have the most robust argument that is used. In addition, the user is able to judge the acceptability or not of a result since the latter has an explanation (argument).

Moreover, the originality of our approach lies in the fact of automatically constructing the negotiation arguments from training data. These arguments are then used by an expert system, itself embedded in an agent, to trigger reasoning on the arguments. Moreover, other agents containing rules about domain knowledge can be easily added.

DL models are obtained from training large amount of data. This purely data-driven learning may induce contradictory results that can be uninterpretable. Our medical support system can overcome this weakness by injecting prior knowledge to guide the learning step of models and reduce their uninterpretability. Thus, the expert can control the decision-making system either by injecting prior knowledge or eliminating conflicting knowledge.

In order to validate our system, we used different public dataset, virtual data and real EHR data provided by CGEDIM (medical prescription platform used by 23000 doctors in France), which has been collected from 3000 doctors. This dataset describes the characteristics of 429087 patients with hypertension, each patient is represented by a series of visits. Experiments show that, as ensemble method, our approach significantly outperforms single classifiers and traditional ensemble methods. In addition, our method effectively provides explanation behind decisions and therefore addresses the recent need for Explainable AI. The explanation provided to the user is easy to grasp so he/she is able to judge the acceptance of decisions.

The "learning" phase that allows to build knowledge bases, is very important in our system. In this phase, the choice of the ML model, which represents the basic building block of our architecture is crucial. In the actual version of our system, we used several DMLPs for learning non temporal data which provides significant results. However, DMLP is not suitable for time series since it ignores an important piece of information in EHR embedded in the temporal trajectory of patient [64], [165]. EHRs include a sequence of measurements (clinical visits) over the time which contains important information about the progression of disease and patient state. Capturing the visits sequentially (as they appear in EHR) adds a significant precision compared to a memory-less neural network like multilayer perceptron. Thus, it was necessary to build another model able to consider the temporal trajectory of EHR.

For this purpose, we designed an original Recurrent neural network model called MS-LSTM based attention which was our second contribution. Due to the power of LSTM, MS-LSTM can consider the sequential trajectory of the visits which adds a significant precision compared to a memory-less neural network. In fact, this sequence of measurements over time contains important information about the progression of disease. We have also addressed the issue combining different information sources to deal with the prediction task and more particularly in the field of personalized medicine. Indeed, it is admitted that the heterogeneity of the medical information (personal information, measurements, diagnosis, comorbidities, etc.) can improve predictions. The proposed model can predict the optimal treatment and the date of the next visit. An attention mechanism was applied to the input data to capture the most relevant features. Different data sources are pretreated differently and merged to form the visit representation vector. We
have combined several information sources because they provide measurements that can be different and complementary in their nature. It is therefore crucial considering the integration issue during the conception of prediction method since, the way in which different data is combined can drastically impact the result. Then the resulting visit representation vectors are fed one by one into an LSTM. The output of the model can be the optimal treatment or the duration till the next visit.

Our new architecture-based LSTM has shown a great and meaningful results prediction using the EHR data described above. Moreover, MS-LSTM can easily provide what variable contributed the most to the prediction.

6.2 Prospects

The works achieved during this thesis are a good starting point towards the prediction of clinical events. These works overcome some limitations of the state of the art. In this section, we will discuss about some possible improvements.

Our Medical support system deals with an argumentative view of decision making, thus focusing on the issue of justification the best decision made in each situation. Such an approach has indeed some obvious benefits. On the one hand, not only the best choice is suggested to the user, but also the reasons of this recommendation can be provided in an easy-to-understand format. On the other hand, our decision making system allows injecting recommended knowledge given by a domain expert. Some possible improvements could be done in the future:

(a) New data
Currently, we have validated our approach using EHR Gers Data provided by CGEDIM and collected from 3000 doctors in France. In the short term, it will be a question of carrying out experiments on a large scale of data from self-measurements of voluntary patients to consolidate the results of our algorithms and our approach. The comparison of the results of the two datasets could be an interesting study about the progression of the disease and the quality of measurements.

(b) Applying other learning algorithms
We have already use DMLP and LSTM for the prediction of medical events related to the hypertension. In the next step, we plan to integrate other learning algorithms which are able to treat and model temporal data. The choice of which model to use depends on several factors such as the data used to build and train these models and the choice of prediction objectives. For example, we used LSTMs to model the temporal trajectory of patient visits. However, the sequential information can also be modelled by other models such as GRUs or CNNs, etc. We plan to use other neural networks and provide other variants of our architecture. Then, since the parameterization of the learning algorithms is crucial, it will be a question of using heuristics to improve the choice of these parameters.

(c) Improvement of the argumentation process
Agent negotiation is a current research topic. In this thesis the argumentation process is limited to an exchange of arguments between agents based on the speech acts. More complex description logics which will allow for example the revision of the beliefs can be used. The use of production rules and an expert system can be generalized to improve the negotiation between agents. We can also use coalitions in communication between agents or another more complex communication protocol. The formation of coalitions [248] is another approach in terms of the functioning of interactions between agents and collective problem solving. For a group of agents faced with a request, this involves making individual compromises to reach a consensus that is satisfactory for all parties (ideal case). For example, if two agents must choose a color and one prefer black, the other for white, the consensus and the final choice of the two agents may be gray. If more than two agents are involved, alliance mechanisms can be introduced to reach consensus more quickly. The difficulty will then be to define the communication protocol adequately [243]. The protocol must both allow agents to share their current choices with each other and modify those
choices until consensus is reached. There is no ideal solution as there are so many decisions about how the system will organize itself. These decisions are ultimately the responsibility of the modeler.

(d) Validation diagnosis by a medical expert
The system provides the decisions (diagnosis) with explanation. Those decisions need to be validated by the doctor. Explanation will give him the information to confirm or refute the diagnosis. And therefore, the combination between the capacity of the model and the predictive power of doctors, will provide diagnosis results that are clinically meaningful. It will be interesting also to validate our approach by including a theoretical analysis in order to verify for example the coherence of rules.

(e) Handling missing data
Missing data is a common problem with time series data. Currently, input data with missing values are removed from the datasets. But this way to do is not optimal. In the articles [200] [237] [120], the authors present several approaches to handle missing data. In future work, we plan to study these approaches and choose the most efficient one.

(f) Integration of new data sources
In this work, we tested different data sources such as personal, clinical and the comorbidity data. These data sources will not be sufficient for other applications like adapting diagnosis to the preferences of the patients. Indeed, it is recommended that hygienic and dietary measures be initiated depending on the patient’s profile, the severity of his hypertension, his preferences, his adherence to these measures, the time taken to initiate drug treatment and may be his genomic data will be adapted to reach the goal of controlled hypertension.

(g) Knowledge Extraction from MS-LSTM
Extracting understandable knowledge from LSTM solves two fundamental problems: it provides insight into the logic of the network and in many cases, it improves the capacity of the network to generalize the knowledge gained. The extracted knowledge implicitly encoded in LSTM can take the form of an automata or rules [144]. Rules are very general structures that provide an easy to understand prediction. Extracted knowledge from LSTM will make possible the integration of the model into our decision support system described in chapter 4.

(h) Knowledge prior injection
In this work, prior knowledge was injected into an agent to guide the argumentation process in the medical support system. Next step will be may be injecting learned knowledge from one doctor experience or prior knowledge from official guidelines into MS-LSTM itself to guide the learning step which is guided by data.
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**Résumé:** L’hypertension est connue pour être l’une des principales causes de maladies cardiaques et d’accidents vasculaires cérébraux, tuant environ 7,5 millions de personnes dans le monde chaque année, principalement en raison de son diagnostic tardif. Afin de confirmer le diagnostic de l’hypertension, il est nécessaire de collecter des mesures médicales répétées. Une solution consiste à exploiter ces mesures et à les intégrer dans les dossiers électroniques de santé par des algorithmes d’apprentissage automatique. Dans ce travail, nous nous sommes focalisés sur les méthodes d’ensemble qui combinent plusieurs algorithmes d’apprentissage automatique pour la classification. Ces modèles ont été largement utilisés pour améliorer les performances de classification d’un seul classifieur. Pour cela, des méthodes telles que Bagging et Boosting sont utilisées. Ces méthodes utilisent principalement le vote majoritaire ou pondéré pour intégrer les résultats des classifieurs. Cependant, un inconvénient majeur de ces approches est leur opacité, car elles ne fournissent pas d’explication des résultats et ne permettent pas une intégration préalable des connaissances. Comme nous utilisons l’apprentissage automatique dans le domaine de la santé considéré critique, l’explication des résultats de classification et la possibilité d’introduire de connaissances à priori dans le modèle appris deviennent une nécessité.


- Explication des prédictions;
- Intégration des connaissances internes de classification;
- Injection des connaissances du domaine;
- Amélioration de la précision des prédictions;

Les résultats démontrent que notre approche fournit efficacement des explications et de la transparence aux prédictions des méthodes d’ensemble et qui est capable d’intégrer des connaissances cliniques et des connaissances du domaine dans le système. De plus, elle améliore les performances du deep learning.
Title: Transparent approach based on deep learning and multiagent argumentation for hypertension management.
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Abstract: Hypertension is known to be one of the leading causes of heart disease and stroke, killing around 7.5 million people worldwide every year, mostly because of its late diagnosis. In order to confirm the diagnosis of Hypertension, it is necessary to collect repeated medical measurements. One solution is to exploit these measurements and integrate them into Electronic Health Records by Machine Learning algorithms.

In this work, we focused on ensemble learning methods that combine several machine learning algorithms for classification. These models have been widely used to improve classification performance of a single classifier. For that purpose, methods such as Bagging and Boosting are used. These methods mainly use majority or weighted voting to integrate the results of the classifiers. However, one major drawback of these approaches is their opacity, as they do not provide results explanation and they do not allow prior knowledge integration. As we use machine learning for healthcare, the explanation of classification results and the ability to introduce domain and clinical knowledge inside the learned model become a necessity.

In order to overcome these weaknesses, we introduced a new ensemble method based on multiagent argumentation. The integration of argumentation and machine learning has been proven to be fruitful and the use of argumentation is a relevant way for combining the classifiers. Indeed, argumentation can imitate human decision-making process to realize resolution of conflicts.

Our idea is to automatically extract the arguments from ML models and combine them using argumentation. This allows to exploit the internal knowledge of each classifier, to provide an explanation for the decisions and to facilitate the integration of domain and clinical knowledge.

In this thesis, objectives were multiple. From the medical application point of view, the goal was to predict the treatment of Hypertension and the date of the next doctor visit. From the scientific point of view, the objectives were to add transparency to ensemble method and to inject domain and clinical knowledge. The contributions of the thesis are various:

- Explaining predictions;
- Integrating internal classification knowledge;
- Injecting domain and clinical knowledge;
- Improving predictions accuracy.

The results demonstrate that our method effectively provides explanations and transparency of the ensemble methods predictions and it is able to integrate domain and clinical knowledge into the system. Moreover, it improves the performance of existing machine learning algorithms.